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ABOUT THIS BOOK
 Written by Althea

In January 2002  it occurred to me that it was Dad’s centenary year. When he died I was lucky enough to inherit most of his paintings and his poetry. I have looked after these 
over the years but they are beginning to deteriorate.  Also, I am aware of how few people have actually seen them.  At the same time Marcus had been going through some of 
Dad’s papers and patent specifications, and in February 2002 we began the great adventure of rediscovering Dad, more than thirty years after his death  on 16th October 1970. 

Almost at once, Dad’s positive influence came to bear upon the project: Marcus and I sat in my kitchen on a cold, February afternoon reading his life story aloud.  It was as 
if he was there with us.  On Marcus’s next visit from Australia we went and visited Dad’s grave in Eastergate, West Sussex.  In the sunny days of summer, Julie and I spent a 
wonderful afternoon photographing Dad’s paintings to get the digital images we needed.  Here Julie’s wonderful new digital camera came into its own and her abilities with 
the Photoshop software.  Gradually the items were assembled: Marcus edited the “apologia”, which was the story of Dad’s early life that he wrote and rewrote over many 
years up until 1967, and added segments from Dad’s technical notebooks where they were appropriate.  He also sorted out the poems and the many Patents, and developed and 
wrote abstracts for the bibiliography of his works, which is extensive but known to be incomplete. We made much us of our computers and the internet, and we were all aware 
of how much Dad would have loved to see his own children making such good use of all this modern technology.

Then we asked around for other people with memories of Dad.  Sadly, these were few.  Mary Sherman, Dad’s niece, wrote some memories, while others pointed the way to 
new ideas.

The centenary year passed without the book yet in existence. Therefore, with renewed enthusiasm, I decided to make a fresh start.  I set out with my husband John early in 
2003 to find Undercombe.  This proved to be singularly difficult as the name of the house had been changed. We found the people of Wendover very helpful in our quest. The 
local bookshop and library gave us some clues.  After a close study of a map dated 1910, plus a great deal of deductive reasoning, we found out at last where the house was.

Later, during Marcus’s next visit, we went to Wendover.  We were greeted with such friendliness that we ended up inside Lime Tree House talking to the new owners, and 
were able to go into Dad’s bedroom where he slept as a boy and see the view that he once saw out of the same window.  Then we went to where we believed Undercombe to 
be and found the place (now called Bacombe House) was for sale. We were allowed to enter and were shown round and over a cup of tea we were handed a written history of 
the house!  Again Dad’s  positive, creative influence seemed to be there, guiding us.  It remained for me to master some new publishing software and find the time to 
assemble the pages.  Now, after more than a year and a half, it is complete. 

We would like to thank everyone who has helped us with this project.  We hope that this small effort will serve to celebrate the life of a remarkable and multi-talented man 
whom we loved very much. 

Althea Hayton,   November 2003
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Arms on record at the college of arms: 
Vair on a pile or mount in base vert thereon a mountain ash tree proper.

Crest:
 On a mount vert a mountain ash tree surrounded by a rainbow all proper.

 Motto: 
Carpe Diem 

THE WIGAN FAMILY ARMS
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The choice of the Latin title may perhaps confuse some readers, and so I must explain 
that this document is not an apology but merely a history. Nor will the history be a 
full one. For the intention is to bring out only those factors that have led me to such 
success as I have achieved in the technical world. However, as the story develops, 
side-issues of one kind or another will have to be dealt with, and no doubt this will 
break the true time sequence and may have to be put right in a second draft.

As will appear later, although I never had 
in mind a specific objective, it was quite 
clear - from the age of five or so - that 
I wanted to be an engineer and not an 
engine driver, doctor, sailor or soldier, 
although my father2 was a Captain in the 
2nd Royal Berkshire Regiment, and my 
maternal grandfather3 was originally a 
Sapper, and much later became a very 
superior type of policeman, but this never 
interested me either. 

It is perhaps not irrelevant that my other 
grandfather was a clergyman, but history 
records that many sons or grandsons of 
clergymen grew up with a bias towards 
mathematics or one of the Arts. Thus 
from the outset I drew a boundary inside 
which my future interests might 

be expected to lie, but, as we shall see, although my first love was for engineering, as 
represented by Meccano, electrical and acoustical engineering finally took its place.

A factor that limits the various phases of my technical career eventually turned out to 
be my refusal to accept textbook statements without demonstration. No doubt it was 
from this that my perennial interest in measuring instruments of all kinds developed. 
But we are moving too far ahead, and must start at the beginning.

BEGINNINGS

On about my fifth birthday - 15.11.1907 - I was given a very elementary set of 
Meccano. However, several days before this I had discovered the box hidden under 
the bed in the spare room that was next door to our Nursery. Although I was not 
caught at it, I managed to abstract the Instruction Book and a few piece-parts to begin 
building an elementary model of a railway signal. 

This was done in the dead of night - ie. long after lights out at 6 pm - by squirming, 
like a Red-Indian along the passage. Probably, to keep my twin4 from disclosing this 
breach of rules, I returned with details of his presents too, but I have no memory of 
what they were because of my intense excitement about mine.

Although I spilled the beans long before my birthday by describing to my Governess 
in complete detail several of the Meccano models I proposed to build, I do not 
remember being punished. Did she keep it dark? I shall never know, because I never 
asked her, even years afterwards: but I expect so because I was a favourite of hers. 

5

 APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA1

 written by Edmund Ramsay Wigan, 1966

1. A personal statement by Edmund Ramsay Wigan [1902–1970] on and after September 1966.  This text was found in E R Wigan’s effects after his death only a few years after the above date, and was transcribed 
by his son Marcus, with some light editing to remove excess quotation marks, capitals, brackets and spelling overstrikes in the typed original. Footnotes include explanations of words or acronyms no longer in 
common usage. This sadly is the sole draft.  2. Captain James Ramsay Wigan [1862-1920]  3. Sir Edmund Yeamans Walcott Henderson, KCB See Anon. (1875) Men of the Day No. XCIX.: Col. Henderson. Vanity 
Fair, 6th March 1875. 4. Nathaniel Ramsay Wigan (“Tandy”) 1902-1981, older than ERW by twenty minutes!

CAPTAIN JAMES RAMSAY WIGAN 1897
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“Teddy is not to answer!” she would 
say in the School-room when she 
propounded a more difficult than 
usual problem in mental arithmetic.  
She was a remarkable woman, the 
daughter of a Low Church, Welsh 
Clergyman. By the time I and my 
twin brother were about ten years 
old she had taught us enough 
Reading and Writing, Latin and 
“Sums” to get us into the local Pre-
Preparatory Montessori School - the 
Lady Margaret School, Wendover 
- for which we had red blazers and 
caps with the monogram L.M.S.

The Headmistress - Miss Edwards - was, herself a most efficient teacher with 
advanced ideas: for instance we were instructed to set out a map of the School 
grounds from our own measurements, drawing it on squared paper in our exercise 
books. This must have been just before a new Ordnance Survey of the area, for I 
well remember explaining to the surveyor that we had surveyed our particular plot 
and so he need not make any further measurements! To my disgust he did. There 
are memories, too, of weighing dense and light objects immersed in water and their 
displacement.

While these preliminary moves into the world of School were developing - or, 
more probably, before this - we children were starting to find the advantages of 
a life in country. For this we were ideally situated, for the garden of our house, 
“Undercombe”, had a gate that opened directly onto the Combe, which was very soon 
claimed as no more than an extension of our garden. 

There were heavy frowns from all of us when a Bank Holiday crowd of three or so 
made an appearance on, for instance, the Easterly Knoll that we had christened
“Kite Hill”! 

In season, among the gorse and other bushes that spread all over the Combe, we 
would find blackberries.  The cry would go up “Oh! Squash!” - for this allowed the 
picker to gobble up the purple mess.

The garden hedge with the gate on it had some most climbable trees - probably beech 
- and in one of these, with a minimum of parental help, we constructed a “house”; but 
the approach-ladder was beyond our capacity and Tom - the gardener’s boy - had to 
be called in.

On a fine day we would be taken for walks up to the West end of the Combe where 
there was (and is) a Boer-War Memorial. From this point it was reported that five 
counties could be seen, but we never established the truth of this. In any case the 
panorama was extremely impressive, giving us a clear view (in plan) of the country 
walks which were feasible. 

  5. Detail from a family phograph taken on the occasion of Yeamans’ “coming of age” family party (twenty one years)  held at Undercombe.

EDMUND  “TEDDY” AT 9 YEARS OLD, APRIL 19125

UNDERCOMBE FROM THE GARDEN, SHOWING TENNIS COURT 1912

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA
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One of these was to Welwick Farm - the site of Judge Jeffrey’s operations in 
years gone by. The tree half way along the approach road to Welwick formed the 
background to the 21st birthday gift from Mother and Father to my elder brother6   - 
an oil painting by Rudolf Onslow Ford, who was our neighbour at Undercombe.

To us children these neighbours were a perennial joy: “Mr Rudolf” allowed us to 
build castles and suchlike with his miniature stone bricks.  Down the staircases 
marbles could be persuaded to bounce and eventually demolish rows of brick 
“soldiers” set in converging circles. In addition there was also a Princess - at least 
according to Nursery rumour the tiny and beautiful person seen on occasion looking 
from an upper window was one.  How she and Mr. Rudolf were related we 
were never told.

Eastwards of “our” Combe, and separated from it by the gap through which the 
Great Central Railway ran, lay Boddington Hill which, like the Combe was crowned 
with beech trees. It was through the lower slopes of these trees that the push chair 
in which, at the beginning, our sister Naomi7 was carried, would while empty quite 
unaccountably take itself off, with the three of us watching it bounce from tree to tree. 
This had to be paid for by a steep climb down the hill to retrieve it.

Boddington had another and more 
dramatic interest - the “Green Ride”. 
Along this, so we were told, Lord 
Rothschild could sometimes be seen 
driving a pony carriage drawn by tame 
zebras! Halton mansion, that is the 
headquarters of the R.A.F. outfit that 
operates there now, was at that time the 
basis of the yearly Gymkhana, with a 
display of tent pegging and other military 
sports.  To witness these we had to walk 
several miles, passing on the way through 
corn fields with white painted gate posts, 
every one of which had the Rothschild 
monogram in blue.

Only rarely did we move about in the dog-cart, and mostly we walked. We thought 
nothing of a five-mile walk to Great Missenden - no doubt because we were rewarded 
for this by tea in the village and a return by train. Naomi must have been pushed nearly 
all the way by our Governess, but we boys demanded a “spell” from time to time. 

As I remember, visits were made only in fine weather; the state of the roads - all 
chalk, and very slippery when wet - made this essential.  (Later, when we had 
bicycles, we were very wary of them; on any hill heavy carts put a “shoe” under a 
rear wheel and proceeded to drive a dangerously deep groove by which one’s wheel 
could be trapped and the cycle overturned).

6. Yeamans Ramsay Wigan [1891-1971]      7. Naomi Faith [1905-1969]       

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

 UNDERCOME  2002 (NOW KNOWN AS “BACOMBE HOUSE”) FROM THE ROAD

HALTON MANOR 
(NOW PART OF RAF HALTON)
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If a visit had to include my mother 8, my father would hire a “governess cart” from 
the village in which we sat face to face. He had been brought up in a “horsey” 
atmosphere and also, in Egypt, played a lot of polo, so we were instructed in such 
things as to lean forward when the pony had a hill to climb. This my mother never 
forgot - even when in later years the cart had become a motor car! 
 

 

One journey like this was to take tea with Lady Lawson Walton who lived at the 
West end of the Combe, and had a son and daughter who were friends of my elder 
brother and elder sister.9  To us children this was a new experience, for we were 
given a separate table at tea, where we were in fact almost free of parental control!  
Also, while isolated from the grown-ups, we witnessed the remarkable, and then 
fashionable, polite game of “General Post” that the hostess initiated after tea was 
over, to make sure that all her guests had a continual change of neighbour.

The only children in the village that we made contact with were the two girls at the 
vicarage, and even these were rarely asked to tea or a picnic: there were no boys of 
our acquaintance.

The local doctor had a motor car, but I can remember no other. It had “tiller”-steering 
with a loud bell to ring, and was no more than a rectangular box on wheels, with no 
protection for the driver, who sat on a bench in front of the square box that formed
the body.

Our introduction to motors was made very early in our period at Undercombe by the 
yearly visits made by our eldest Aunt Mary10.  She came to see my mother every year 
and we children were sent off to tour the neighbourhood in her Daimler while the 
visit lasted. There was much competition for a place by the driver!

Aunt Mary always gave each of us at least a silver half crown11 - and sometimes even 
a “cart-wheel”, five shilling piece. We were fascinated by a belt she sometimes wore 
that was made up entirely of linked half crowns; to us that proved how rich she must 
have been.

A much more plebeian form of machinery appeared shortly before we left Wendover 
in 1913 - a belt-driven, Triumph motor-cycle that was given to my elder brother. 
Unless it was started by a lengthy push, it had to be got running by pedalling it while 
on a stand, and we didn’t feel that it was worth much attention.

A FALSE START

We two boys were very unhappy at St Lawrence College, Ramsgate, where we stayed 
from Summer 1912 until we started again at Monkton Combe, Bath in Summer 1913. 
Here I began to learn a little geometry - a subject that I found so fascinating that it 
was the basis of more than one of the articles that I was later to publish. 

It also gave me - while at St Lawrence - a foretaste of “inspiration”: while a problem 
was being set out on the blackboard I foresaw the solution - (that lines set at equal 
angles to a fixed line would be parallel). As no one commended me for this foresight, 
I can only suppose that the master thought I had picked it up by accident from the 
background of work that went on in full view of those who were otherwise supposed 
to be “doing their preparation” in the big school hall: indeed this might have been the 
case!

I was placed quite low in the forms at the Preparatory School at Monkton, and had to 
pay for this with the result that I “did” the Stuarts year after year and so never 

8.  Beatrice Henderson [1864-1946]   9. Laetitia Beatrice (“Letty”) [1892-1969]   10. Mary McCorquodale 1854-1935.  11. Half a crown = two shillings and sixpence. A very large sum in the early 1900’s.

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

JAMES AND BEATRICE WIGAN (MOTHER AND FATHER)  WITH YEAMANS (RIGHT) 1912
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touched any other branch of history!  The only subject that was taught with any élan 
was Geography - the master was an FRGS12.  At the end of the Summer Term in 1914 
he predicted that war was coming.

At the Junior School we played hockey, cricket and rugger13 in the Spring, Summer 
and Winter terms respectively. Although each of us was given a cricket-bat and pads, 
we never became proficient - much to Father’s disgust. He saw cricket as a highly 
desirable, social advantage. 

At the time I was due to leave the Junior School my voice was just beginning to 
break. Up till then I had a treble voice of quite unusual range and because my sense of 
pitch was true I sang in the School choir. I have never read of the dreadful experience 
that any boy has to go through when he loses his earlier voice. In fact it proved to be 
most distressing to me and it was not until many years later that (in 1927 or so) I went 
through some voice training, thus regaining to some extent my ability to make music!

THE FIRST WORLD WAR

It must have been Winter 1914 when we moved from the Junior to the Senior School. 
About a year or more before this we had moved from Wendover to Farnham Farm, 
Langton - this had been given by Father to his eldest son Yeamans as a 21st birthday 
present.

Directly war was declared, Yeamans, who was now in the Reserve of Officers, was 
called up and the farm horses - amongst them two magnificent Shire-horses (one 
called Punch) had to be sold at knock-down prices. Father was virtually living at the 
War Office - where he was an “Officer Clerk” - during the first months of the War and 
there was no-one to supervise anything efficiently at the farm.

Then Yeamans got wounded at Mons and was sent to a hospital in Park Lane. While 
there, King George viewed the place and, noticing Yeam’s bed was too short for him, 
demanded that he had a longer one! Yeamans then disappeared as far as we children 
were concerned, being in due course invalided to Africa (to shoot lions, we said) and 
finally joined in Allanby’s march on Jerusalem.

With the farm sold, we had to move to Wendover again. This time to Lime Tree 
House in the High Street. Immediately a forest of flagpoles - one for each of the 
Allies - was set out from the windows facing the street so that the village would get 
official indication of any victories!

This house had features remarkably like Kerry, Barnham.14 It was about 150 yards 
from the station - allowing us boys to move our school luggage in a wheelbarrow - it 
had stables at the back, rented to a carter in the village - it had a tea lawn completely 
surrounded by trees - it had apples, pears, gooseberries and all the colours of currant 
bushes, and (easily accessible from the roof of the stables to us two boys) the most 
succulent Victoria plums!  Apples, which we were not allowed to pick, were easily 
obtained by running into the trees - by accident of course! 

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

 12.  Fellow of the Royal Geographic Society.   13. Rugby football.  14. A large house in Sussex where ERW and family lived May 1950 - December 1965.  

LIME TREE HOUSE, WENDOVER 2003
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The house consisted of three separate cottages joined together - the middle one, with 
the roof as the ceiling, formed the kitchen. Behind this was the scullery (built for 
dairy-work) and finally - with a covered gap - the stables with an upper floor that was 
used to house fodder, but was converted to a playroom for us children. Here I made 
my first chemical experiments.

In one of these I had an explosion while making hydrogen from iron filings and 
sulphuric acid. Although I was bending over the flask I was not damaged at all. Later 
at school I saw explosions of the same kind which were never explained.

I have wondered whether this explosion was the cause of my so hating chemistry that 
at Faraday House I went to the cinema rather than attend the lectures, resulting  in the 
Final Examinations in a “pass” rather than an “honours” mark in the study list. All 
this was of course some 15 years later than the present Wendover story.

In that playroom I remember seeing Mr Rudolf (an ARA15) decorating Naomi’s dolls’ 
house in water colours, including a robin sitting on a branch outside one window. To 
add to the similarities between Lime Tree House and Kerry, the drawing room had 
a French window opening onto the garden. My final memory of my father - on the 
night before he was killed outside the War Office by a taxi - is of him sitting near that 
window - and of my forgetting to kiss him goodnight.

About this time I became interested in photography - a negative still exists of the 
snow covered roofs of the cottages opposite Lime Tree House: also negatives of views 
in and around Monkton Village.

When we came to Lime Tree House the housekeeper we had at Undercombe came to 
work for us - she lived in one of the cottages in the photos and her name was Hilda. 
She made her mark in History when Yeamans and his newly-acquired wife (Lena) 
called on us at Lime Tree House: as Hilda had known him from the age of 14 or so, 
she announced the two of them to my mother as: “Please M’m: Master Yeamans and 
Mrs. Wigan”.

Meanwhile we had moved from Undercombe to Lime Tree House in the village. 
Here I set up, completely illegally, a “spark” radio transmitter, making use of a Ford 
spark generator that I noticed in the local cycle shop. However I was never caught 
- probably because it was all extremely inefficient: the circuit was taken from the 
Boy’s Own Paper! Other electrical devices also began to interest me, and Leclanche 
and other types of primary cells were spread about in my attic room; from these a 
Meccano-built tank was powered, but because it was so heavy and the gearing so high 
it never climbed any worthwhile obstacles.

Transported in my tuckbox16 my Leclanche cells now made their appearance at 
school, and I collaborated with another electrical enthusiast in imagining a great 
variety of projects to which they could be applied.

One - which never came off - was to arrange
a highly dramatic scene for a play that was to be 
part of our Boy Scout’s party; in this, messages 
of dramatic importance were to be morse-codes 
from a tapping key at one side of the stage to a 
- supposedly very distant - buzzer. The scenario 
broke down when it could not be decided what 
message had to be sent! I retrieved my self-
esteem however by lecturing to the other Scouts 
of the School Troop (in which I was now a 
“second”) on “Electricity”.

The objective was for each of us (we hoped) to earn the Scouts “Electrician” badge to 
add to the “Interpreters” and others which would eventually - when the total was 50 
- give us the right to wear the golden all round cords. 

The whole lot of us passed as electricians I’m proud to say - however we were all 
stumped when asked whether ice was a conductor! My brother and I both had our all 
round cords before we left the Junior School. (At the Senior School Scouting was “for 
kids” and the OTC 17 took its place).

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

“ EVER READY” 
LECLANCHE CELLS 

 (BATTERIES)

15. Associate of the Royal Academy    16. A parcel of luxuries, jams etc  for personal consumption brought from home to boarding school.  17. Officers Training Corps  
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On Sundays the Church Lads” Brigade - which my father initiated at Wendover - 
would parade and, with their own band, would march from the church to the village 
centre where fairs were held, and close proceedings by playing “The King”.  This 
always drew an audience, and at any of the crowd who did not take his cap off my 
father would unrelentingly point his swagger stick!  The caps then, of course,
came off.

At a tiny sweet shop in the village end of the London Road we children would buy 
(with part of our twopence a week pocket money) - a farthing’s16 worth of ‘hundreds 
and thousands’ that would last us for the afternoon.

While at Lime Tree House we two boys were led astray (!) by a young boy named 
Odhams (possibly the present Odhams). He persuaded us boys while hiding behind 
the “Queen Anne” parapet in the front of the house to bombard visitors. Unfortunately 
mother answered the door and on one occasion the visitor reported the “bad boys who 
were throwing things”. 

Mother nobly refused to believe a word of it - later of course, when father returned 
- the matter had to be accounted for, and I suspect Odhams was at least temporarily 
cut off our visiting list. However I remember that he combined with us to let the side 
down on at least one further occasion when we were invited to tea by Miss Dove17 
who had then taken Undercombe. Although it was war-time she made a great spread 
for us three perennially hungry boys: to our shame we proceeded to pile up the plates 
as we emptied them. 

I had got very interested in carpentry by this time and took lessons until we moved to 
the Senior School. I tried to build, entirely in wood, a lathe that had been described in 
“Junior Mechanics”. I pestered my father to get me a specially screwed bolt that was 
to act as the face plate support. 

Because it was war time it was provided only with the greatest difficulty and the 
assembly was nearly complete at the time to move to the Senior School. It never got 
home - and all because I was too proud to ask how one organised a removal like this 

by “luggage train”.  I merely stuck a label on it “By luggage” and hoped for the best.  
On making a visit later from the Senior School my lathe was still standing in the gym 
where I had left it - I was frightened of asking why, and never made any further effort 
to retrieve my hard won initial effort at carpentry. This experience had at least one 
useful outcome: I learned to ask if I was uncertain what to do.

When I began to run into simultaneous equations at School a basic character defect 
made its appearance: a form of technical hubris. Such an attitude - as I have shown 
elsewhere - is a basic essential for a research worker, but at School the outcome 
can be troublesome, for as by this time I had begun to reckon myself as a “superior 
person” - at least as so far as mathematics went.

I found myself refusing to read the text book explanations of how these equations 
could be solved. For this, so I must have supposed, would imply that I needed 
instruction. The outcome was that I pestered my hard-worked father to pester his 
friends to give me the solution. Why I was prepared to descend from my self-chosen 
perch to do this I’m not at all clear.  As I remember, however, I never made use of 
the reams of paper my father sent me, and no doubt absorbed the needed technique 
entirely by listening to classroom explanations.

While at the Senior School I compiled two poems18  for the School Magazine. 
Each was an attempt to imitate in words the musical content of each of the two 
compositions that I knew by heart: the Moonlight Sonata and the “Raindrop” Prelude 
by Chopin. “The sound of the 15-inch gun” which I wrote on one holiday persuaded 
my father to attempt its publication, without success however.

At the Senior School I moved rapidly from the 5th to the 6th Form. This entitled 6th 
formers to a ‘study’ with space for two. In this we did our Preparation - instead of a 
very large Dining Hall that was used for concerts as well as meals. When in any lower 
form any delinquents, required to answer for their sins by the Prefects or the Games-
Committee, would be sitting waiting (doing their preparation between shivers). Then 
through the end window of the Hall the Head Prefect - or Secretary of the Games 
Committee - would be seen walking, unreasonably slowly towards the Hall. 

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

16. Four Farthings to a Penny; twelve Pennies to a Shilling; twenty Shillings to a Pound.    17. See  “History of Undercombe” page 132.  18. For more poems see the “poetry” section on page 64.
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Entering, he would approach the Prefect in charge of Preparation and whisper 
something.  (It was in fact  “the Prefects - or Games Committee - would like to 
see Wigan II”)19. The shivering Wigan would hear a murmur while his sins were 
adjudicated. Then he would hear “Come in” (This was a psychological trick designed 
to reduce the confidence of the delinquent to zero: for one did not know how far to 
come in, and when told to “stand against the door” felt utterly demolished).

His sins having been announced and the punishment had been allocated, the poor 
devil was told to “bend over” the back of a school chair and punishment was 
delivered. The Head Prefect did this - taking a run of two or three steps and using 
careful aim so that each stroke coincided as closely as possible - increasing the pain 
most effectively.

Every boy had the right of appeal to the Head. This was very rare, probably 
because, if the appeal was lost, the punishment was doubled. At least rumour reported 
so! In my time I heard of no appeals although I was on both the Committees (Prefects 
and Games).

By the time I had my First XV 21 colours, as well as a place in the School Eight, I 
was Secretary of the Games Committee. Here I had my first test in preparing factual 
statements - as a reference to the School records should show, the composition was 
extremely mannered.

My brother22 and I took up rowing at the same time - and finished with it by rowing in 
the first Eight ever sent to Henley by the School. Thereby hangs a tale, however!

Tandy was originally chosen as Stroke, but as the fatal day approached (in 1918 at the 
“Peace Regatta” at Henley) he developed a most curious kind of ‘flu.   This may well 
have been a psychological defence mechanism to release him from a job he feared; in 
any case our Coach (Graham-Browne) took it away.

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

ERW IN IST XV RUGBY TEAM, MONKTON COOMBE SCHOOL 

ERW IN A ROWING TEAM (SECOND ON THE RIGHT) 1919

19.  In the 1940’s and 50’s ERW’s son was also ‘Wigan 2’ at the Jesuit Preparatory School (St Johns) and the main school of Beaumont in Old Windsor. 21. The premier rugby football team of the school: “colours” 
was the right to wear special insignia and blazer.    22.  Nathaniel (“Tandy”) Wigan.
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In due course the crew was rearranged - almost at the last possible moment - by 
putting the boy  chosen as “2” to row stroke, and a new man to row - without special 
training - at “2”. The Captain of Boats (J.C.E. Craske) rowed at “7”.  

In the excitement I felt the button of my oar jump out of position (it passed outside 
the thole pins) at the first of the strokes in the rowing start. But I got it back again 
during the third stroke!  

We lost the race against Pembroke College.  At the finish I was disgusted at our 
failure (we lost by three lengths.) In this I had no authority whatever - in fact the race 
finished with our boat in perfect trim! One of these days I must discover whether 
anyone present remembers this - and why they responded. It is just possible that this 
action of mine might have brought on what happened later, during our return from 
Henley.  

It was like this: as far as I can remember all crew members joined the return train 
wearing their First Eight “colours”, but when the got off the train, or at least when 
they showed up at School, they wore plain white flannels. 

I still wore my “colours”.  As the End 
of Term Concert was going on when 
we got to School, our entry was highly 
dramatised and my outstanding outfit 
must have caused comment. I reckon, 
now, that it was a plot on the part of 
the rest of the crew; however, no-one 
mentioned the matter openly either
then or later - so I may be mistaken.

PURELY TECHNICAL MATTERS THAT ARE WORTH INCLUDING 23

1. AT THE FARM (~1920)
Attempts - with an airgun strapped to a chair to silence the explosion by simulating an 
acoustic dipole. 24

Comment: The idea was sound enough, but the representation was so poor that it was 
abandoned. However, the principle was adopted in the “Brake” on the field guns in 
the 2nd World War to take off the “crack”, so it was perfectly sound!

2. AT SIEMENS (~1925)
Introduction to the inspection of Patent Literature: mainly during the building and 
testing of the new, hand-set type telephone (Also A.S.T.I.C.). This was begun in 1925 
soon after joining Siemens, and I published a POEJJ25 article which dealt (from the 
ground up) with the whole problem of anti-sidetone instrument design. 

 A very crude form of ACPM was used to draw out in the ‘real’ and ‘imaginary’ 
planes the locus diagrams that illustrated the article. In an Appendix I also pointed out 
that an Adjustable Pressure carbon Microphone could generate terminal loads for the 
subset that were utterly impossible by normal means - including those with ‘nega-
tive reads’. By this means I was able to show the impossibility of converting (without 
major circuit rearrangement) the Standard instrument into a useable anti-sidetone set.   

This article was virtually copied (in Electrical Communication, by L.C. Pocock) and 
further exploited by the Journal of the European Telephone Advisory Committee in an 
article which took hold of the “wrong end of the stick”. 

The writer proposed to reduce to virtually zero all sidetones under any line 
conditions. Whereas I had shown that some must be left in order to reassure speakers 
that the circuit was operating. Although it was not mentioned in the POEEJ article, I 
tested the measured data by making use of my “Inversion Theorem”, which did not 
reach print until 1949. 

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

THE TWINS AGED 22

23.  Note by MRW: Appropriate  extracts from Dad’s surviving technical notebooks, lightly edited to fit in with the text, appear at this point in the Apologia.   24. Note by ERW: This appears to have been the first 
time that a “cancellation” effect was adopted in my technical exploits - cancellation later became a common feature in my electrical and even acoustical work.   25. Post Office Electrical Engineering Journal. 
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3. FIRST ADJUSTABLE PRESSURE CARBON MICROPHONE (~1926)
In the course of establishing the locus diagrams of the conventional ‘Standard” 
C.B. sub-set, the behaviour of carbon microphones was first investigated. For this 
a crude form of Larsen Potentiometer had to be set up as there were no voltmeters 
with the necessary sensitivity. The carbon-chamber was simulated by the simple, 
magnetically-excited model built by G.F. Dutton with whom I was then working: 
into this any grade and resistivity of granule could be inserted and its performance 
compared.  Dutton had used a Unipivot Ammeter shunting a large capacitor across the 
chamber, but its square law response did not make this very accurate - and of course it 
gave no vector information.

I soon established what the Post Office Research Department never conceded: that 
the “unloaded” AC voltage generated by a microphone was very little less than 
proportional to the DC volts across the mike. The Post Office insisted that the 
“available” alternating microphone current was in some way related to the DC current 
through the mike, and all their “reference” curves were to a Direct current axis. This 
was so far from reality that these curves gave a designer little help.

I was continually being involved in a correction for the effect of the “load” on the 
microphone impedance provided by the DC feeding circuit. It was not until some 10 
years later that (while doing my Ph.D work at Woolwich Polytechnic26 ) that I realised 
that the AC “load” current could be reduced to zero while the DC current 
continued to flow. This I eventually did by designing an ACPM, which placed a 
mutual-inductor in the mike-feed circuit. Through this the DC current could flow,
and at the same time the microphone load current could be nulled (and the DC pd. 
measured) by driving the ACPM from the same oscillator as excited the granules. 
This ACPM circuit was never published.

The Larsen ACPM I found to be upset by leakage-currents from the one winding of 
the exciting transformer to the other. Realising that this could be greatly reduced by 
reversing the direction of the two windings, I published my first article to demonstrate 
the point, in the Electrician. 

This article was written while I was trying for my Preliminary Examination for my 
“External” B.Sc degree.27

4. BEHAVIOUR OF CARBON MICROPHONES

In the early days at Siemens, when I had established the main operating features 
of the carbon mike, I, late one afternoon, persuaded my Chief (W.H. Grinstead) to 
listen for several hours to a resumé of what I had found. I hoped, but in this was 
unsuccessful, that this work, which had all been done in my spare time at the factory 
and after hours, would be recognised with some sort of advancement. He must have 
realised that I needed no monetary encouragement to continue and extend the work, 
hence the lack of response.

This work was never published but it gave me a clear insight into carbon-mike 
behaviour. I was able to exploit this in 1944-5 when I developed the very successful 
“Miniature microphone” for the 78-Set at SRDE 28   Because I had this understanding, 
I had been able to explain to G.F. Dutton - when he asked me - what features should 
be included in the microphone we were then building. This eventually became the 
Immersed Electrode type made for the original Neoprene initiated by Siemens. It 
was perfectly clear to me that the individual carbon contacts would present useful 
conductance to the DC unless there was a “pressure-head” upon them. Hence the 
immersion. 

He never gave me any credit for this. It was probably from this point that his policy 
started of declaring that any idea of mine was worthless. After some three years of 
this I was so psychologically depressed that I seriously considered, and had made the 
first moves, in going into the advertisement business. Thank heavens I did not follow 
this up.

One of the striking microphone features I had established was that the effective-
resistance fell quite dramatically as current increased. This proved that the 
temperature at the contacts was remarkably high (i.e. ~800 C). Also it could vary 
within the cycle of oscillation - usually 1000 - and so distort the wave shape. 

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

 
26. ERW was not able to complete this degree due to a range of difficult external circumstances during the great depression. It gave him special satisfaction that his son succeeded in securing a DPhil at Oxford 30 
years later.  27.  ERW later gained this BSc at London University   28.  Signals Research and Development Establishment. A major defence research center in Christchurch near Bournemouth Sussex where ERW 
rose to Principal Scientific Officer.                                                                                                                                                                          
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While I was still at Siemens, I set up an arrangement which proved that contact 
resistance varied almost precisely as the inverse of the pressure between two isolated 
grains of pressed carbon.

It was not until the 1930’s, when working at Woolwich Polytechnic, that I was able to 
establish this more precisely, and to derive the order of the displacement which would 
halve the resistance.  It proved to be of the order of 1 to 2 microinches - a figure I was 
able to measure by means of the “micro gauge,” upon the properties of which I was 
then intending to base my Ph.D Thesis.29

Ultimately, in about 1947 at SRDE, I was able to relate cyclic displacement 
(amplitude 2 to 3 microinches) of a multi-contact microphone diaphragm to the 
alternating voltage generated. I could also show that the average resistance within 
the oscillation cycle rose as the amplitude grew. This had been noted many times in 
the literature, but had never been traced to its source. This of course established that 
the diaphragm moved away from the granular mass and thus pointed clearly to some 
kind of mechanical rectification. This observation justified the choice of a conical 
contacting surface as the basis of the Miniature Microphone.

The success of not only this design, but also on the immersed-electrode type, was 
primarily based on some work I did at Siemens when I was trying to discover what 
factors established the effective resistance (end-to-end) of a simple unagitated tube 
containing carbon granules. It was obvious that the very top-most layers would carry 
very little current because the force pressing them together would be no more
than that contributed by the weight of single grains. Equally, lower layers, with more 
weight upon them, would carry more.

Clearly however, resistance was also related to the cross section of the cylindrical 
testing tube, and so there could be very little control on the current in the lowest
layers either. By plotting the distribution of the steady voltage drop lengthwise 
along the cylinder I was in a position to establish the “law” of the resistance/force 
relationship. Such experiments were very awkward to make, and no really precise law 
could be established.

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

29. ERW Note: As time and opportunity permits it is proposed to write up the practical features of the micro gauge, for it is so simply and easily built.

A POSTER DESIGNED BY DAD. IT IS NOT KINOWN IF IT WAS EVER USED. 
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5. MICRO GAUGE

The principle of this is set out in British Patent 443.485. In about 1935 a working 
model was demonstrated at the Physical Society Exhibition and caused considerable 
comment not only in the Technical Press but also in a Leader in the Morning Post!  
No article has ever been published for, whether at that time or later, it was hoped to 
base a Patent on an extension of the principle from merely a contact-indicator to a 
method of driving a toothed-wheel in synchronism with the mains frequency. 

A model of this latter was shown later - by the request of the Royal Institution 
Secretary - at one of their “Library” Conversatziones. At an earlier one, the simple 
contact indicator application was exhibited - I well remember shivering in my shoes 
as Sir Lawrence Bragg fold his arms and brooded on the demonstration model - of 
course I was far too over-awed to say a word: nor did he! A lady member wished to 
be assured whether it would be affected by psychic influences.

At the latter Royal Institution Show I was able to prove to various members that 
one glass of sherry (available at the side tables) would greatly increase their delay 
in observing the start of the synchronously moving pointer.  They had to break the 
drive circuit when movement was observed. Some could not believe that the delay 
was entirely due to nervous transmission time - an entirely fixed quantity - and tried 
to beat the clock by raising their fists a foot or more to give the break key a thorough 
clout without any shortening of the delay of course.

Later, at SRDE, the micro gauge came into its own by acting as the trigger to 
establish when a gauging probe came into contact with a microphone diaphragm that 
moved synchronously - but not in phase with - the probe. This test was found to be 
very difficult to duplicate when it was tried out again later, and it seems that there 
must have been unrealised factors to account for the sensitivity observed.

6. SINE SPRING

Although the first showing of this device caused some considerable comment, 
subsequent development has been most disappointing.  Science News gave it a 
striking introduction by pointing out that the variability of the sine spring stiffness 
was something that was unheard of since the conventional, helical spring was 

described in the 1600’s. The first thing I used a spring for in this sine-shape was to 
hold a single granule of carbon very compliantly in one plane while being very rigidly 
restrained against movements in the two other planes. This was in the course of my 
Thesis work at Woolwich Polytechnic.

The next application was at SRDE, where a requirement existed for a straight-line, 
very free motion of the moving coil of an accelerometer for testing the stability of 
radio and other equipment, simulating transport hazards in wartime.  For this purpose 
the moving coil was supported by four sine-springs, each set to develop virtually 
zero stiffness along the axis of the exciting magnet. Any steady deflection, due to the 
weight of the object tested, was nullified by passing DC through the coil.

When I was moved from the Development side to the Research side of SRDE, 
I outraged Dr MacPetrie - the Head of that side - and caused him to lose his temper 
by attacking the principles of the sine spring on true research lines.  As SRDE had 
an Open Day by the time this work was completed in 1949, the sine spring became a 
major exhibit in the show laid on. It caused considerable comment from visitors.

7. ACOUSTIC IMPEDENCE COMPARATOR

This comparator-principle was called into existence at SRDE to measure the 
acoustical resistance used as the terminal acoustical load on an Artificial Ear for 
measurements on the headphones then being developed for use in tanks in 1948-9. 
For this job it proved to be ideal.  

However, it had no particular news value, and so never appeared in print except 
- much later - as a sideline of the articles I wrote in 1965 about the transmission 
parameters of sound absorbing materials.31   Even there, the absolute nature of the 
comparison was not brought out. In fact there the comparator principle was twisted to 
generate rather than measure acoustical quantities. In fact, instead of resistance, it was 
acoustical capacitance that it had to deal with. 
  
Edmund Ramsay Wigan  
Barnham, Sussex
1965-6

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA

30. See SRDE Report No. 1029   32. For an abstract of these articles see Bibiography page 57.
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Dad told a story about how he was studying for his degree in London and had little 
money and was working so hard he was becoming unwell. It seems that a kind and 
wealthy uncle (we are unsure which uncle)  handed over a fat cheque for £50 and 
instructions to take a holiday.  It being early in the year, a skiing holiday seemed the 
best way to get some fresh air, sunshine and fun.  Dad was told by the travel agent that 
he would be travelling with “Miss Power” to Austria.  She turned out to be far more 
than he expected!  

Sally had previously spent 
some time in Austria and had 
learned to ski there. Here 
her local knowledge of the 
mountains and how to ski was 
most valuable to Dad, not to 
mention the beauty, sense of 
humour and strong personality 
of this young Irish woman he 
had found so unexpectedly.  

By the end of the holiday he was 
in love with her and remained so 
for the rest of his life.  

Eileen Power, (known to most people as “Sally’) 
was the love of his life. 

Despite all kinds of warnings from the family 
that this was a difficult, demanding and very 
fiery character he had chosen, he would have 
no other.  

EDMUND AND EILEEN    
(1937-1970)

ERW IN ZURICH WEARING 
HIS FAVOURITE “PLUS FOUR” 

TROUSERS!
DAD IN AUSTRIA SKI-ING

“TED” AND “SALLY” ENGAGEMENT

TED AND SALLY ON THEIR

 WEDDING DAY 24.4.37
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They went on honeymoon around Great 
Britain, up one side and down the other, by 
car and caravan.  There was some trouble 
with the car more than once. 

This was a camping trip, and typical of 
Dad, who loved the fresh air and the 
country. Sally, being of good Irish stock, 
it seems thought nothing of washing in the 
mountain streams. 

 
They started married life living in Blackheath 
while Dad was working in London during the war, 
and in due course in September 1941 their first 
baby Marcus was born.  Then the family moved to 
Bournemouth when Dad was working for the SRDE.  
They lived at “Riccarton,”  35 Montague Road, 
Southbourne. Here Juliet and Althea were born and 
the family was complete.  

In 1947 Nan came to live with 
them. Until that date there had 
been a sequence of live-in nannies, 
and none of them had stayed very 
long, largely because of Sally’s 
eccentric behaviour and demanding 
nature.  However, once Nan (Mrs Alice Heritage) came on the scene things changed 
and became more stable, especially when she agreed to stay. 

“Nan” was a very strong and 
capable woman, able to take 
on the whole world, let alone 
Mrs Sally Wigan! It was this 
new family of six that moved to 
Sussex in 1950.

Soon after that, Dad began to 
write an “Ode to Nan”
(see page 33) as often as he 
wrote a valentine to Sally.  

The relationship Dad had with 
Sally remained largely the same 
through the years of their time 
together. He simply loved her.  

In later years when things got 
very bad, it seemed as if there 
was nothing she could say, 

however hurtful, that 
could destroy his feelings 
for her.  

He just patiently endured 
it and carried on with the 
business of home and his 
growing family.

EDMUND AND EILEEN 1934-1970

SALLY AND TED AND THEIR NEW 
BABY MARCUS 1942

SALLY, THE NEW HOUSEWIFE, GETS TO WORK!

MUM WITH JULIET (LEFT) AND MARCUS 1944 MARCUS WITH HIS TWO 
LITTLE SISTERS, JULIET AND 

ALTHEA 1948

(FROM LEFT) MARCUS, NAN, ALTHEA, SALLY,  AUNT INEZ, 
JULIE AND “DANNY” (DAD’S  DOG.) AT “RICCARTON”.
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These are the Valentine poems Dad wrote for Mum.  They need no comment except 
to say that every summer, for many years and for 6 weeks or so, Mum would go 
off sailing in a wonderful yacht called “Shireen” owned by Col. John Stone.  Her 
obsession with things nautical lead to his own term for himself:  “Castaway.” 

EDMUND AND EILEEN 1934-1970

TO MY VALENTINE (BAROMETER 28.00 MG) 14-2-1953

When the weather’s like this one cant write a minute
In the style of the delicate Valentine ode;

Though five miles away, the Sea would get in it,
And the Smoke of the Fire and the Frost and the Road.

Through ‘DOVE” rhymes with “LOVE” it can’t fly in a gale;
And when “BLUE” matches “you”, why of course it’s that Draught!

And no one can battle with storm-driven Hail,
And then write a Sonnet on “ZEPHRYS” that “WAFT”!

As this Poet gets colder so the effort gets tougher,
He’s Under the weather and Hove To for repairs;

The Barometer’s falling! The seas’ getting rougher!
‘Till these storms blow out he can’t write delicate airs.

VALENTINE 1955

Judge not these lines by length alone
Nor weigh these words too fine

These few survive the search to find
A Rhyme for “Valentine”.

The fewer lines the fewer rhymes
And thus the Poet wise

By neatly turned phrase contrives
To economise his verse!

No Epic Ode; No purple Patch
Is here – no wordy spate –

But hard wrought rhyme which fails to catch
The word to match the Date!

VALENTINE

No easy-gotten gift is here;
The pinchbeck trinket

Too thoughtlessly acquired in haste
Lacks love to link it.

The verse may stagger, still I trust
It meets your favour:

For Sweetheart know that this rough rhyme
Is yet Love’s labour.

VALENTINE 14-2-1952

I cannot match your gentle verse
And so it is that I must choose

These humble Notes my praise to bring
To Teddy Bear and his Sine Spring.
Although the Credit be not mine,
I’ll take them Both for Valentine

FROM TED TO SALLY

Note: this seems to be the only valentine that Mum wrote for Dad: 
at least this is the only one we could find.

FROM SALLY TO TED
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TO MY FROZEN VALENTINE 11.2.1956

St Valentine knows well enough that it is strictly true
That those who sail in Summer Time must pay the HARBOUR DUE:
(with anchor down, or lines ashore, they needs must pay their rent)

St Valentine agrees with this, but feels that those who bent
Their sails so joyfully in Spring, and took full Summers leave,

Owe rather more; and, laid ashore, demands their Winters ease:-
The lazy Breeze that brought them home with scarcely way to steer
Is debited … and balance struck with: GALE,  FORCE 9, SEVERE;

Not is the Summer Sun which made the pitch-laid dock to sweat
Bought lightly, for St Valentine must sometimes square the debt.

Yet once the sailor finds he’s free
Its : “Let go, fore and aft!” …
Th’insolvent sailor sets to sea

On Winters’ overdraught

EDMUND AND EILEEN 1934-1970

A YACHTSMAN’S VALENTINE BY “CASTAWAY”

My hard-wrought rhymes no echoes find
Within her sea-distracted mind –

The silken sighing of the sail fills full her ear;
No landsman’s hail can hale her home,

For she goes where
The sun-flecked sea and sea-soaked air

Enmesh with magic, lure away –
Unchanging changelings

Fatally fey …

CASTAWAY’S VALENTINE 1957

A Yachtsman to his Valentine by “Castaway”

What use if I, with sweat and tears,
Perfect my halting verse,

Since She, my sea – ‘witched Valentine,
Would far prefer it terse?

The Purple patch is frowned upon;
The metaphor must be

Precisely apt and ‘down to earth’ –
Or rather down to sea.

The Channel Pilot has the words,
And Charts provide a pick:

Thus ‘Happy Landfall’ is transposed
To ‘Windmill, white, conspic’

What hope have I in this galere!
What Poet when he sings

Of ‘Tides of Passion’ , could refer
To ‘M.L.W.S’ ? …

The task is hopeless! I’ll belay
My lines and make them fast –

Clove-hitched, and seaman-like , I hope –
And then can cry ‘Avast’!
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TO MY 1958 VALENTINE

She’ll not be moved, she’ll not be swayed by any lilting line!
I’ll not deflect the course she’s laid with any Valentine!
The very Music of the Spheres (invoked as Poets plea),

Would seem in her sea-enchanted ears, but breakers on her Lee.

A Siren-song might stop her way; but Ulysses got clear!
He tied to mast – she’ bear away with GEORGE himself to steer.

The competition’s serious! For with consummate ease
The sea-sounds and the solitude oer’sway a Poet’s pleas.

- The night-wind in the rigging – the silent scurrying feet
Of cats-paws on the water and the breakers solemn beat –

Such magical enchantment no rhyme can exorcise;
Close then this final stanza! Be silent and be wise!

TO MY CHANGEABLE VALENTINE 1961

Time was – a year ago, no more –
When I could catch her ear

With SAILORS’ words. I live ashore
But I know, from what I hear,

The language apt to “sticks-and-string” –
Indeed it has a jaunty ring.

But now this pupil has to learn
To talk in other terms:

Of ships – indeed – but not of sails;
Of  THERMS and REVs and TURNS,
(But not of gybes) – the helm may be

To PORT, but never HARD ALEE.

“The silken sighing of the sails”,
Would now evoke a moan

From one who lately put the rail
Beneath the leeward foam –

(Could twice one hundred horses SIGH?
No! No! Unless the oil-sump’s dry.

So overboard! With Leech and Luff,
With Halliards, Mast and Sails!

We’ll write our verses off the cuff!
Our dictionary hails

From B’RUM – (but we’re no KEATS to bring
A catalogue to life and sing!).

So bear with me my Valentine –
My rhymes are scarcely slick;

You’ll not get verse in ENGINE turns
I hav’nt learnt the trick!
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The reference to engines in the 1961 valentine refers to the  time when the yacht Shireen 
was no longer available to crew, and instead Sally crewed a motor yacht, which was referred 
to dispragingly as a “floating cocktail cabinet” implying that the cocktails were very good 
but it was not half as much fun as yachting. Happily this experiment lasted for one summer 
only! 

From this time on, the marriage deteriorated still further, particularly after Dad 
began to work part time 1964 and was at home much more. In November 1966 he 
lost his job, and on New Years Eve 1966, on the same day that Nan decided that it 
was time to leave the Wigan family and enjoy a well-earned retirement, Dad also 
left.   A few years later Mum sued for divorce on grounds of desertion and they 
were finally divorced six weeks before he died. 

WISDOM FROM DAD:

“The best way to get something done is to begin at the beginning, 
go on until you get to the end and then stop.”

EDMUND AND EILEEN 1934-1970

TO MY VALENTINE (REPRIEVED) 1962

A year ago I tried  - but failed –
To praise my Valentine in verse

Who chose to sail in ship un-SAILED;
(Thank Heav’n! That plan is in reverse –

No longer need she hear, afloat,
That pestilential ENGINE-note!)

The Mate who sailed in CHROMIUM PLATE
Will now spend time before the MAST –

No longer iron, but TIMBER straight
With wires and HALLIARDS; ropes made fast

To BITTS (not bodkins!); a curving SAIL
To drive the ship. No fuel to fail!

Oh! Lucky She! For then she may
In joy (and SILENCE) con the ship

By wind on cheek – the SAILOR’S way –
And feel the forefoot lift and dip

To meet the wave, and HEAR the sea
Go snoring by … Oh! Lucky She!

A pencil sketch by ERW of a woman bearing a strong resemblance to Mum. 
Whether it is indeed a picture of her we will never know!
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Dad was one of the very, very few solid things in my life, and especially in my less 
than ideal youth. An enduring memory is of the grave and deliberate way in which 
he would consider any question. 

Looking over the top of his glasses, and with a slight upward tilt of the head, he 
would say, “If we start from first principles....” and work 
his way into the problem in hand. I learned so much from 
that willingness to engage with logic and analysis; the 
willingness to accept blind alleys, simply create a new path 
and start again.

He had a bad habit of buying me Meccano sets - and then 
using them for his mechanical experiments. However he was 

keen to explain exactly what he was doing. I wish we 
still had any of his little negative-stiffness sine-spring 
models or examples.  He never could understand why 
anyone could not grasp the basic principles of his 
ideas. I can see now that they were simple, but based 
on a slightly different view of the world, so only now 
can I agree with him!

He had a clear-minded way of observing the physical 
world and a marvellous facility for not seeing what he 
did not wish to see in the world of people, where he 
always wanted to think the best of everyone. This also 
extended to himself. 

I can remember a number of analytical observations 
of his own reductions in perceptions and physical 

strength, as if it was a third party he was closely observing. He loved explaining 
things to me, and was delighted when I asked him for help on mathematical 
problems. 

As I crept up the scale of higher maths, he had substantial difficulties. As I had 
continued to invent problems and he enjoyed them so much, I was continually 
surprised by the creative and novel approaches he came up with “from first 
principles.” 

              
MEMORIES OF DAD 

by Marcus 
born 3.9.41

MARCUS, 1941

DAD WITH MARCUS , 1943
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I learned so well that understanding approaches, methods 
and strategies for approaching problems were invaluable 
and often allowed one to deal with issues that one had never 
encountered before.

He enjoyed carpentry, and I learned a little from him - mainly 
that “You can never cut a bit on”. This was Dad’s version of  
“measure twice, cut once” and his simple rule of equity in 
allowing anyone to divide a prize as they wished - as long as 
the other party could choose which part they could take. 

A very powerful approach that he tended to use a lot has proved to be equally 
powerful for me: the idea of a perturbation or of a null measurement. The ideas are 
that if one can create an exact balance then one has measured the opposing force, 
and that if one disturbs a system and observes its return to equilibrium then all 
forces are in balance. 

I’ve used these ideas in all sorts of fields almost as often as he did. They work well. 
As well as his “Back to First Principles” whenever stumped by anything.
The only time I saw him just give up was when he had read my D.Phil Thesis. I 
gave him a copy, and he said simply that I’d better have it back as he couldn’t really 
understand it and I “might make good use of an extra copy”. (He was right, I sold it 
to FermiLab in the USA, who wanted to buy a copy.)

Most of all, Dad expected me to perform as well as I could with the talents I had: 
“The Twelve Talents” was a story he told me once, but lived visibly for all to see. 
How could one fail to pick it up as an ethical approach to life? 

All my education was a partnership with him. I would do my 
best to win prizes or scholarships and Dad would try to find 
the funds for the Beaumont School fees. When we had both 
run out of options, we (rather than I) moved to Chichester 
High School.  He never really understood how appallingly 
bad my life had been at Beaumont, and so never quite 
realised how happy I was at Chichester High, with the many 

bright boys around me (over 70% made 
it to Oxford or Cambridge, most with 
Scholarships as well - and this in 
1959-60).

Dad was so pleased when I made it to 
Oxford, and was happy indeed when his 
twin, Tandy, made contact with me there 
and we built up a family relationship that 
had proved to be impossible at Kerry, due 
to antipathy between Mum and Tandy. This 
linking up with Yeamans and Tandy was clearly a great joy to him, but he never said 
so in so many words.

He clearly took a quiet joy in my exercising of my learning, my language and my 
mind and rewarded success gently but with a clear approval. Failures rarely got 
much attention apart from the evident need to try a different approach next time. He 
never let me know what a sacrafice it had been for him to have me away so much 
at boarding school: he was after all simply discharging his agreement with Mum 
to take responsibility for my education - and that at a Catholic school, at variance 
with his own beliefs. He fulfilled it splendidly. Only with the clear eyes of rear view 
vision can I see how much he would have loved to have me at home all those years.

My main memories of him are a mix of flashes of light: him sitting working over 
the kitchen table after supper when he had returned from work at 7.45pm; his 
willingness to talk to me at any time I dared to come and ask him something; his 
gentle and persistent argument when we discussed ideas and the sound of his piano 
playing when he escaped to his study. 

If only I could remember more, but I cannot. I feel more than I can remember: the 
presence of a wise, ethical, hardworking, gentle and brilliant mind, always ready to 
see new things in what one saw around one daily. I can’t remember many events, 
but he is with me still: I can feel him often when I work, or see my daughter grow 
up,  as I learn what he must have felt and done as a father. 

MEMORIES OF DAD BY MARCUS 
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DAD BUILDING THE POND AT KERRY  
(WHICH HE ENSCRIBED: “ERW FECIT”) 

TAKING A WELL-EARNED REST WHEN IT WAS 
COMPLETED AND FILLED.  

My wish to live up to doing for others and to live to maintain my self respect is the 
almost-in-reach presence of Dad. This commands my love and respect for what 
he was, as much as for what he did for us all.   I’m sure that my sisters can see the 
enormous influence he had on me and still has.  There are several presences that are 
with me and form part of what I am, and Dad is one of those.  

He is there with me actively, not as in the past. I do not see a past: I see a slightly 
distant present, populated with people I can feel as “almost there”: Nan, Dad and 
my late wife Jane are three of them, to which I add from the living-but-not-always-
with-me, especially my sisters and my family here in Australia.

My best memory of Dad is that I often feel he approves of things I have done, 
people I have helped, and what I have passed on to my own small family.  This must 
suffice, for my memory of events is far less solid than the evocation of the presence 
of person that he was and to me still is.

MRW.  Melbourne,  Australia 2002

WISDOM FROM DAD

A man’s reach should exceed his grasp, or what is Heaven for?”

ERW SELF PORTRAIT

 (BLACK INK AND BRUSH)

MEMORIES OF DAD BY MARCUS 
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My memories of Dad are over many years, but specifically I remember one summer 
at Bognor Regis, I know it was Bognor as we were in very shallow water and in our 
bright yellow rubber dinghy, no doubt from a yacht or similar!  I know that Marcus 
and I were there, but do not specifically remember Tish being there, but I expect she 
was.  I remember Dad running through the shallows towing us in the dinghy at a 
great speed (or it seemed that way to me!). I would have been only 6 or 7 I believe.

             DAD ON FELPHAM BEACH 1960

At the age of around 12, I remember a specific birthday 
when Dad took me to Bognor to buy my birthday present, it 
was to be my very first piece of ‘good’ jewellery.  We went 
alone and I chose a circle of turquoises and marquesites, 
which I still have to this day: it is very special to me. 

I also remember being very pleased and proud when Dad 
used to take me to Bognor or Chichester with him at a 
weekend and we would have ‘coffee’ in a café and do some 
shopping.  This was a special time for me with him alone.

I think I must have been a bit of a 
disappoitment to Dad as I was never 
academically inclined and only 
managed three ‘O” levels which were 
fairly useless, ie. Biology, Literature 
and Art.  Nor did I have any musical 
talent.

However I do recall Dad making an attempt to teach me to play the piano. He must 
have been very good at this because I can, even now, render the first part of the 
“Moonlight” Sonata and “Chopsticks” WITH TWO HANDS.

I have perhaps inherited a little of Dad’s artistic side. I love to draw, usually flowers 
(Dad preferred human life drawings) but I do not like to use colour. Pencil or pen 
and ink are my forte.   I hope to get back to this in my retirement, as I have had no 
time over the last few years. Photographing all Dad’s drawings and paintings for this 
collection has inspired me leave something of my own for my children.
 
He used to tell me that I was “The practical one.”  I suppose I had to be, as he 
certainly wasn’t!  When Peter Revill  (a trained Electrical Artificer with the RN) came 
to Kerry many years  later, he was astounded at the level of danger in Dad’s study 
with bare wires stuck into plug holes in the wall being the norm!  Peter quietly sorted 
things out for him and I felt much happier after that. 

I remember Dad trying so hard to show a ‘united 
front’ against me when I wanted to see Peter. It 
was obvious to me that he did not necessarily 
agree with Mum’s wish to keep us apart, but 
went along with her for a quiet life, as he did 
frequently.  A very special memory is my 
wedding day when Dad gave me away, his face 
showing such pride and happiness.

MEMORIES OF DAD 
by Julie 

(christened Juliet) 
born 11.9.43 

JULIE, 1950

DAD AND JULIE ON HER WEDDING DAY 30.3.63
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I remember the day at Kerry when Peter and I were there, and Dad was looking at a 
piece of carbon paper. Suddenly he announced that there had to be a scientific reason 
for the fact that the full stops and commas all seemed to be clustered in certain parts 
of the paper! He spent some hours working out the scientific reasoning behind this 
phenomenon!

I have many lovely memories of him with his 
first grandchild, Geoffrey.  I remember his face 
when he held him for the first time and he was 
so very proud.
      

                                          
 

I  well remember Dad reading stories to 
us, especially on winter evenings. He had a 
wonderfully imaginative way of reading which 

brought the stories to life.  The ones that I remember were called the “Just So” stories 
by Rudyard Kipling.  In later years Dad read to my own two boys, Geoffrey and 
Kenneth, from the same book. This volume now resides in my bookcase and is read to 
the next generation- my grandchildren.

I clearly remember a specific conversation when he was living at Nan’s and it was 
about a month before he died.  He told me that he was only living to see ALL his 
children settled.  He did, as he died only days after Tish and John were married, and 
therefore saw his third child settled.

I was the first person to reach Nan’s house when Dad died. I recall driving from my 
home in Fleet knowing somehow that he had gone, despite not having been told this 
on the telephone. Nan of course was very upset, as I was. He was still in the house on 
my arrival, but taken away shortly afterwards by the Coroner. 

Nan told me his passing had been so swift that he could not have known anything 
about it. He  came downstairs and fell, hitting his head on the coffee table as he went 
down. Nan went to him and asked him, “Are you OK?’  He said, “I’m perfectly fine”, 
and died. This is the way I would have wished it for him, but it was an enormous 
shock to those he left behind. 

A lovely man, totally impractical, useless with anything mechanical, but fantastic in 
his own field. I think of him as an absent-minded professor who buried himself in his 
work, and occasionally remembered he had a family!  He loved us all very much and 
we returned that love ‘in spades’.

Juliet  Revill, Langford, Essex, 2003

WISDOM FROM DAD

“You will never get anything really good in this life 
unless you are prepared to pay for it.”

MEMORIES OF DAD BY JULIE 

“GRANDAD” WITH GEOFFREY

DAD AT GEOFFREY’S CHRISTENING

 NAN, DAD, GEOFF, PETER, KEN AT RAILWAY VIEW 1967 WITH TOSCA AND TONTO
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I will always associate Dad with electronic machinery, and in particular sound 
recording, and I am aware of how his obsession with these machines  has influenced 
us all.  I was only three, but I am told that in 1948 Dad brought home (for research 
purposes, you understand) a recording machine that cut 78 rpm records.  We were, to 
the best of my knowledge, among the first British children to be recorded at home. 
Sadly the recording is no longer extant, but I did hear it once or twice. 

We three children were lined up to say our piece and were recorded.  Marcus read in 
sepulchral tones the last few verses of the Bible, ending appropriately enough with the 
words “The end’. He was seven and was newly delivered into the hands of the Jesuits 
at Beaumont  College, so that was to be expected. However a consuming interest in 
recording particularly music, continues to this day. 

Julie spoke some simple verses very well, but then she was the one to go on later to 
take elocution lessons and go on the stage for the Bognor Regis Amateur Dramatic 
Society (BRATS) production of “Separate tables”, many years later. 

I was just three and so only managed to whisper a few words of “Mary had a little 
lamb.” This was an innocent parody of Marconi’s first radio broadcast across the 
Atlantic in 1934, just 13 years previously.  Who knows what influence this recording 
had on all of us? I did in later years become a director of a community radio station. 
None of us have any particular fear of public speaking, and we feel easy with being 
recorded, so maybe these very early influences mattered. 

We lived in Bournemouth when I was a young child, and I have the vaguest memory 
of sea and sand, and going up and down to the beach on a lift that took us down the 
cliffs.  Dad once told me that he wanted us all to live by the sea, where there was 
plenty of sun and fresh air. 

This picture taken at Bournemouth on a bracing kind of day 
suggests that Dad liked the fresh air as much as anyone.    
He was always concerned that we should be healthy and 
strong, and so we were. 

In 1950 we moved to Kerry in Barnham, Sussex, where at the 
bottom of the large garden he constructed a kind of outdoor 
gymnasium with parallel bars and a long rope to swing from, 
suspended from a strong bough of a high tree. There were 
several tall trees surrounding the house.  

Dad always loved trees. In fact he loved Kerry from the first moment he saw it, and he 
once described it to me as a “magic house”. 
              
My first real memory of Dad is a vague one of great 
concern when we lived at Kerry. There was Dad 
dangling on the conservatory roof, one leg through the 
glass. Miraculously, he was not hurt. 

Every weekend he worked on some of the many dozens 
of practical maintenance tasks that our large house and 
garden required.  On this occasion he was putting some 
putty around a leaking glass frame of the conservatory 
roof. 

ALTHEA, 1950

MEMORIES OF DAD

by Althea  (also known as “Tish”)
 born 7.11.45

BACK GARDEN AT “KERRY”
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He worked very hard in the week, and left the house at just after 7 am, returning each 
evening at 7.45pm. 

With Dad, science was always somewhere to be seen 
and experienced. We listened enchanted to “Journey 
into Space” every week on the BBC Home service and 
Dad  would return half way through, sitting silent with 
his coat still on to hear the last fifteen minutes. 
Marcus’s lifelong love for science fiction was partly an 
expression of the easy way in which Dad made science 
accessible.

He had the great gift of explaining, and could make 
the most complex scientific facts easy to understand.  
At least, with a limited understanding of things 
scientific, I found him so. 

He was a natural teacher, and he loved to learn, which 
made him a delightful companion, provided you 
were ready to be interested in science. Not everyone 
was: Mum used the word “scientist” as a pejorative 
term, and conveyed the impression that anyone who 
professed to be a scientist was slightly mad. 

In keeping with his role of “absent-minded inventor,” 
Dad retired for hours into his dusty room full of whirring and whining machinery, 
fiddling with wires and twiddling knobs in a seemingly pointless way.  

I was fascinated by that room: it was quite dark, exceedingly dusty because one 
daren’t move anything. There were indeed wires everywhere, and machines. Dad’s 
wonderful ebony desk stood in the bay window.  The surface of the desk was littered 
with papers with strange mathematical codes and even stranger descriptions of his 
various inventions. 

Dad’s room was a wonderful, magical world, far removed from anything I could 
understand, but I loved to venture in there and look at the wonderful desk and 
examine the oscillator.  I was supposed to be looking something up in the 13th edition 
of the Encyclopaedia Britannica which was in a book case along one wall.  In another 
corner was a growing heap of New Scientist magazines, which he bought regularly 
from the first issue.
 
Dad was a practical, “hands on” kind of man. That is, he loved to make things and 
mend things, but he spent almost as long in the planning of the venture as he did in 
the execution.  Mending the house, even the simplest task, must be planned carefully 
and measured exactly. By the time he was ready the weekend was almost over.  
However despite this seemingly unfathomable, scientific preoccupation of mind, he 
was acutely aware of people and events happening around him, which gave him a 
good sense of tact. 

As was befitting an Edwardian gentleman like himself, he believed in good manners, 
which he said were “all about not making other people feel uncomfortable”: a simple, 
memorable description that I have handed on to my children. Other wisdom was more 
homespun: “You will never get anything good unless you are prepared to pay for it.” I 
always thought this was about more than just money. 

Above all he had a wonderful, gentle sense of fun which we often experienced, and  
which comes across in his own story about his early life given earlier in this book.   

He introduced us all to the “Just so” stories, and Hilaire Belloc’s cautionary tales, 
which he pronounced in lugubrious tones in his deep voice with a decided twinkle in 
his eye throughout.  

MEMORIES OF DAD BY ALTHEA

 DAD EXPLAINING SOMETHING 
TO (FROM THE  LEFT) JULIET, 

MARCUS AND  ALTHEA
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Although I was only about 8 years old at the time, I will always remember a when the 
Coombes family came with their caravan to stay, and challenged us all to a croquet 
match. 

Dad literally “Threw down the gauntlet”, (a gardening glove with a note attached.)   
On the note was a portentous announcement that revealed Dad’s love for capital 
letters and which we found many years later among his papers:

The challenge having been met, battle commenced. No one can remember who won, 
but we had great fun. I remember the day cheifly because I stepped on a mallet and 
chipped a front tooth when it rose up to meet me!

AFTER THE MATCH. THE COOMBES FAMILY WITH JULIET (WITH JANE THE COCKER SPANIEL), NAN, 
ALTHEA, MARCUS, DAD (WITH DANNY THE MONGREL) 1954

Dad told me when I reached 11 that to be a “useful kind of woman” I would need 
to learn to wire a plug, change a fuse and mend a puncture. Having taught me these 
essential skills, he left me to develop further at school.

Then Marcus went to Oxford and Dad wanted to go and watch him row in the “Eights 
week”, and would I come too?    The result was a trip taking many hours on narrow 
roads via Guildford to Oxford, when he bought me a wonderful straw hat so that I 
could view the Eights in style. 

It was my first visit to Oxford and one that changed 
my life, for I stayed the night in a student’s room in  

Lady Margaret Hall. 
I kept the hat for many years and later I even 
photographed Dad wearing it in 1968.

MEMORIES OF DAD BY ALTHEA

IT HAVING COME TO OUR EARS THAT
THOSE encamped at our gates bear, (withal most modestly), fame most fearful 

in that game CALLED  CROQUET
WE, the undersigned, do hereby CHALLENGE,  DEMAND  and EXPECT

OF THESE so high-famed VAGABONDS 

That they do before the sun sets twice

SHOW,  PROVE  and  SUBSTANTIATE
THESE HIGH TITLES  in a TRIAL OF STRENGTH

Against us, to which end we do bind ourselves to oppose these so high-styled 
ones at whatever hour they may choose, so be it the sun shines and each and 

every one of them do present themselves.

Being strangers ye may not know: yet being come; Perpend:-
“Them as comes to Kerry the KERRY CROQUERS CROAK”!
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After that, there was only one University for me in his eyes, and only one college: 
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford. He always had great hopes for me -hopes that I had 
some difficulty matching.  

He loved to celebrate important events in life with poetry, and so when I was 21 he 
wrote me the following poem:

And so you’re twenty-one, my dear! 
Although you’ve got the VOTE,

You’ll have to THINK about it now, and NEVER VOTE BY ROTE!
Although you’re free to choose your friends, 

make certain they’re sincere.
For friendship will not last unless it deepens every year.

You’re free to choose careers too – choose them just like your friends;
Make sure your chosen work conforms to what your soul commends.

Ah! Here’s the rub! “BE GOOD SWEET MAID 
AND LET THOSE WHO WILL BE CLEVER” –

That rule’s too glib, I fear, to guide those maids who will not ever
Leave silver talents underground, or keep their banners furled!

SO GET TO WORK! DIG TALENTS OUT! 
AND AIM TO CHANGE THE WORLD!

This was encouragement indeed, but sadly I only managed a third class degree - and 
that with some difficulty. The experience of Oxford was entirely due to his dogged 
insistence that, regardless of what my teachers may say, his daughter was going to 
Oxford. He had a stubborn streak that showed itself in the way he kept struggling at 
his patents, at the long journey to work and in his failing marriage, which ended in 
separation in the last days of 1966. 

Following this, when he lodged with Nan, he would sit by the fire and dream of better 
days. He said to me once with a note of wonder in his voice: “ You know, Tish I still 
love that woman…….” which showed me the depth of feeling  that lay below the 
surface. 

Dad was a true Edwardian gentleman;  gentle in every sense, yet capable of sudden 
anger. He smacked me just once, as far as I can remember, and that was for being 
disrespectful to Nan. He never forgot that she was a professional, highly experienced 
nanny/ housekeeper, and as such was deserving of respect, which of course we duly 
accorded to her. He wrote a poem in praise of her every August 22nd,  which was her 
birthday.

Dad was always slightly in awe of her and grateful to her. It is a mark of the excellent 
relationship they had that, in the last years of his life when he had left Mum, Nan 
gave him a home, where he stayed until he died, just six days after my marriage to 
John Hayton.

ON OUR WAY TO CHURCH 10.10.70

WISDOM FROM DAD:
“Good manners are all about not making other people 

feel uncomfortable.”

MEMORIES OF DAD BY ALTHEA
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DAD AND “NAN”
(Mrs Alice Blackman Heritage, with us 1948-1970)

Dad gave Nan a home for 18 years, when she lived with us as nanny/housekeeper. 
After Dad had left Mum in 1966, Nan gave him a home for three years until he died.  

This was clearly a remarkable relationship of mutual respect.  
Every August 22nd, (or almost every year) he gave her a poem composed by himself in the form of an ode.

TO NAN ON HER 1953 BIRTHDAY.

No diadems, in truth, her crown
Nor knights emblazoned go before;
Nor robed is she in golden gown;

Nor versed is she in regal lore.

No queen? Who cannot move abroad
But heralds, fiercely fanged and fleet,

A yelping golden-coated hoard
Do burst a way before her feet!

No queen? And yet her government,
(a velvet-coated iron hand)

Has subjects young (and even old)
Throughout the children-haunted land!

(As we grow up we get more rough,
But let us watch what we’re about!

You never know with queens, they’re tough;
They sometimes call the ARMY out!)

FOR NAN ON HER 1954 BIRTHDAY  (17-8-1954)

Go, West wind wild, Go search the East!
And you, South, northern rove!

Be diligent about the earth
Our HERITAGE to prove!

Found you, South Wind, a goose-her fair?
Tossed you her golden looks?

Yet our’s as fair, and though black-haired
Can also mend our socks!

Blow! Burst your cheeks! South Wind you fail
To warm the Arctic Sea

While we, by Nan-enkindled fires
Have crumpets for our tea.

In Russia’s cheerless Chosen land
Found you, O Western Wind

A law as strait, a law as kind
A Nan-Law’s velvet hand?

Go Winds! Go forth both North and East!
Search well till you have found

The truth of what we know full well
NAN MAKES OUR WORLD GO ROUND!
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FOR NAN ON HER 1956 BIRTHDAY

I’ve warned you once. I’ll warn you twice.
But don’t expect a third:

You never know with Nans, they’re tough!
You say you have not heard? Well here’s a catalogue in rough.

Just mark my every word.

The pigs escape; the hens fly out
 to roost up in the trees:

Ponies get loose: she herds them all,
And further, if you please, goes back, bakes cakes in time to call

The children to their teas.

Not often can you get away
 with even petty crime:

"Your neck’s not clean! Your frock is torn!"
"Your shoes are caked in grime!" And if you don’t attend to it

 You’ll catch it every time.

Archangels, even, aren’t exempt,
As time will surely show

When Gabriel sound his Final Blast
We’ll hear Nan’s voice: "You know, such noise is without doubt The End!

Now off to bed you go!

FOR NAN ON HER 1958 BIRTHDAY 

I’m willing to bet you’ve completely forgot
How the pony got out of her pen, and began

To eat up the parsnips and beans and shallots

Well NAN coped with the lot!

You’ve never milked goats? If she liked it or not
Nan would lie on the floor and milk twice a day

And feed them with grass from the roads as their hay.

NAN coped with the lot!

Pigs now! Have you tried to catch one, perhaps two –
Maybe three – running wild round the garden at speed

To avoid being made into bacon for you.

NAN coped with them too!

You’ve helped to pick apples – you know what to do –
But NAN had her own dodge, she’d hang from a tree
UPSIDE-DOWN by an ankle, and hand them to you,
Till she wanted assistance, if the branch wasn’t low;

Which was fully in character, for as you know,
Both from what you have heard and what I have said

NAN copes with it all ON HER HEAD

Editors note:  (The last verse refers to an incident where Nan fell out of an apple tree and ended up 
hanging upside down from a branch. She was considerably shaken, as we all were at the thought that 

she may be injured, but as you see we all managed to laugh it off.) 

DAD AND NAN
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DAD AND NAN

TO NAN

Let those who visit England
With comprehensive plan

To see the Land (and People too)
Green fields; the Downs, a town or two –

Make sure they meet our Nan!

For if they go up to Keswick –
Climb Helvelyn, (if they can),

They’ll see the Lakes – a waterfall –
A dozen mountains, large and small –

But they won’t find Nan.

For let them come to Sussex
The sea-air gives a tan:

We have castles, (with moats),
And yacht-clubs, (with boats),

And, as I have already explained at length
Mrs A.B.Heritage lives here.

TO NAN ON HER 1961 BIRTHDAY

Birds, Dogs and Fishes – even Cats – Donkeys in donkey-carts;
Tortoise – (with mate and lettuce leaf); invade these rural parts.
And Why? ‘cos NAN commanded it. And she has certain Arts …

With patient skill, hard-won indeed and in no small degree
Distilled from long experience of Dreadful Child – we see

Her Make them GO and COME. The Birds? She talks ‘em off the tree!

The Fish of course pretend they’re deaf. How else can we explain
Why, hearing, they wriggle out of going where it’s plain

That they’d be so much better off? But Nan – she tries again!

The Dogs? Now there she has her fling. 
She trains ‘em; cures their pains and aches;
Mid-wife .. (or – bitch?)  .. it makes no odds, 

she’ll labour for their sakes …
Indeed she’s got, what I must say, (to coin a phrase), It Takes!

NAN ORGANISES A FETE FOR THE RSPCA 
IN OUR FRONT GARDEN, 1961
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FOR NAN ON HER 1964 BIRTHDAY

For those who think that money talks
Believe that he who has it buys

Success in every venture 
Walks away with every kind of prize;

The "Big battalions" overlords 
Who think that overplus of noise

From blaring bands and shouted words 
are what th’expectant crowd enjoys ..

For those I say; let these take note; 
Let them observe how pennies fell
From Heaven on Exhibition float

The fifty sixth – and note this well: -

To bring this money in with speed 
Demanded only tin and paste;

The armed "Band" – well drilled indeed – made not 
A sound. T’would be a waste

For weapons made of sticks and string 
Implied if they didn’t shout

The crowd’d just be made to ‘sing’ 
And that would drown the music out!

What quartermaster found the KIT? 
What Master Brain devised the PLAN?

What General directed it? Why: 
A.B.Heritage – just NAN!

(This is about how Nan successfully arranged a carnival float for the RSPCA)

FOR NAN ON HER 1966 BIRTHDAY: (AT KERRY )

Time was – some nineteen years ago –
When ALICE BLACKMAN HERITAGE
Signed on as Nursery Maid (O Woe)!
To three young things of tender age

Who specialized in wicked ploys:
Demanding sympathy where none
Was justified – as when their toys

Were “lost”- or may be there was one

That needed doctoring by Dad –
Again, refusing e’en to touch

Their food with elegance displayed
As bunnies in a chocolate hutch;

Or soldiers on the march arrayed.
While as for temper! Who’d compete

With one who screamed without a pause
When from the pram put on her feet? –

How charm away those dreadful roars?
By charm indeed Nan won the day;

By love and patience overcame
The little devils’ tempers – Aye

She taught them manners just the same!

These days GRAND- NAN calls magic in, 
with BOATS and BUBBLY baths to win

By night and through from early dawn, 
The love of one young devil’s spawn!

DAD AND NAN
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AT NAN’S HOUSE  NO 2 RAILWAY VIEW, BARNHAM.  1970
(FROM THE LEFT) PETER REVILL, GEOFFREY, JOHN HAYTON, KENNETH, DAD, ALTHEA

TOSCA (NAN’S DOG) 

FOR NAN ON HER 1967 BIRTHDAY  (AT NO 2, RAILWAY VIEW)

As Fred’s become a lodger, and with children far away,
The theme of this year’s song must change and find a different way

Of regist’ring her history in rhyme and day by day.

Is Railway View a Lodging-House? That’s just what it is NOT!
A home for Half-Blind Hobblers, then? Perhaps – but where one’s got

An atmosphere of loving care and service as one’s lot.

Here’s open armed, a welcome for the vagrant, homing Tish;
For Geoffrey Ken and Juliet: toys, warmth, T.V. at wish.
For Peter too, when he’s around, a fragrant supper dish.

The Keeper of the Lodging House? No need to spell the name:
Instead I’ll list the things she’s done (with me part-blind and lame):
Dug garden, planted spuds – a hedge; and with these all the same,

Twice daily served the aged sick in sunshine and in rain;
Found time efficiently to clear a clogged reluctant drain;

‘Whiles, organised both food and drink for friends to entertain.

Such Christian service gives the clue: Nan only could devise
The means – display the energy - for such wide enterprise,
Which here (in verse) I’ve tried my best to duly advertise.

Heil Nan!

WISDOM FROM DAD

“Never bet, except on a certainty, and then put your shirt on it.”

DAD AND NAN
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OTHER STORIES
OF  FAMILY LIFE

Here are some photographs which illustrate further some aspects of Dad’s life not covered by the other chapters in this book, 
with notes by Althea, based on consultation with Mary Sherman and others.

A FAMILY CELEBRATION

This photograph was taken on the occasion of Yeamans’ 21st birthday, in 
April 1912. The place was Undercombe, on the tennis court. 

     

                 
         

  
                               

THE FAMILY OF JAMES AND BEATRICE WIGAN

Yeamans Ramsay Douglas 1891-1971
Letitia  1892-1969

John Winn 1897-1898
Edmund Ramsay 1902-1970
Nathaniel Ramsay 1902-1980

NAOMI FAITH 1905-1969

JAMES AND BEATRICE WIGAN YEAMANS 

EDMUND 

NATHANIEL NAOMI 

LETITIA

Tandy loved the farm and in due course became a farmer 
himself.  In 1923, sporting a fine moustache, he looks very 
much like his father!

The farm was sold, but 
many decades later in their 
old age, Yeamans and his 
wife Helen (“Lena”) were 
able to make their home in 
what had been the cowshed, 
now converted into 
retirement flats!   

AT FARNHAM FARM

Grandfather (James Ramsay Wigan) helping out at the farm in Kent, 
shortly before the first World War. 
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OTHER STORIES

The only picture we have of little 
John Winn, who lived for just one year, in the 
arms of JRW. This picture was taken on board 
ship, 1898, when the family were travelling in 
the West Indies.

Letitia aged 25 in her nurse’s uniform.  
She never married and remained a nurse 
all her working life. She was lying-in 
nurse for many children of the extended 
Wigan family, including  of course
all three children of ERW. I remember her 
as a very tall, kindly and sensible aunt.

ERW aged 17 in July 1919 in the rowing eight at Monkton Combe.  A year later, in April 
1920, James Ramsay was run over by a hansom cab in Trafalgar Square in London.  
Suddenly the twins were left without a father at the age of 18.  
Tandy felt this very keenly, as he was the one to take the telephone call with the news, 
which came to the “Shoulder of Mutton” pub, next door to Lime Tree House. 
He never completely got over this shock and this was clear to his children. 
Dad never spoke about his father to us, and this was probably his way of coping with it.  
I knew nothing of Grandfather until I started research for this book.

Letty and Naomi were always very close, 
Naomi called her “Sissy’. The affection 
between them is quite clear in this picture.  

After their father’s death in 1920, the two boys 
had to be strong for their mother and sisters, as 
Yeamans was away from home.  They had each 
other and this was very important, but their 
lives were about to take very different paths.

Tandy was the more sensitive of the twins, and took after 
his father in more than looks.  He was a farmer and, like 
Grandfather, had a very strong faith in God.  He married 
Heather and his son, born only 6 days after Marcus, was 
named as James after Grandfather.  
His daughters Elizabeth and Patricia were born at very 
similar times to Julie and myself. Patricia was born just 
three weeks before I was.

Dad in the winning section of the CCF, Monkton Coombe School, summer term,1919.

ERW

TANDY AGED 9
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1923 SARAFAND, PALESTINE

Yeamans with Lena, with their children 
Mary and John, in Palestine, where Yeamans 
was serving in the Trans-Jordanian Frontier 
Force.  Mary eventually attended a boarding 
school in England and consequently spent 
a great deal of her youth separated from her 
parents.  She married Charles Sherman, an 
army officer in the same corps, and on re-
tirement moved to Tunbridge Wells in Kent 
where she still lives.  John served in the 
army like his father, married Alma and lived 
in later life in Tunisia.   
Dad was only ten years older than Mary, and 
they were very fond of one another:  more 
like cousins than uncle and niece. 

1924 LITTLE CELL BARNES, ST ALBANS.
Following the sudden death Grandfather in 1920, 
Grandma moved out of Lime tree house, and 
thereafter never settled any where for very long. 
She moved from place to place over the next 26 
years, until she died in 1946.  For a few years the 
family lived in this large house just outside 
St Albans, the city where Althea and John have 
lived since 1977.

Dad and Tandy with 
Yeamans (centre) in the 
garden of Little Cell 
Barnes, 1926 
Grandma and John Wigan, 
Yeamans’ son (right front.)  

Naomi aged 18 at Little Cell Barnes.  Naomi was only 16 
when her father died, but despite her youth she was a great 
support to Grandma.  She  was always a quiet, loyal, 
sweet-natured person.  She never married. 

In the Wigan family there was 
much affection and closeness, that 
this picture taken in 1923 illus-
trates.  No matter how difficult 
things were, there was always time 
for fun and games. Grandma  is 
clearly very attached to her twins in 
this picture!
The different paths the twins were 
taking is evident here: their identi-
cal jackets are differenced by an 
artistic silk handkerchief in Dad’s 
top pocket - he was ever the 
show- off! 

OTHER STORIES
Grandmother, a widow at 46 years old, did her best to keep 
the family together through some very difficult times. 
This picture, taken at Little Cell Barnes in 1924, shows her 
to be an elegant lady with a gentle smile and a quiet courage 
that kept her going. 

.
Dad did not speak to us about her much, but was very proud 
of her heritage and made much of the link with the 
Henderson family, tracing their family tree and taking pride 
in his grandfather’s achievements as the chief Commissioner 
of the Metropolital Police. 
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TANDY, LETTY AND NAOMI 

IN LATER YEARS

 
Letty continued working into her seven-
ties. At the age of 73 she stayed with 
Julie in North Sheilds and was there 
when Julie’s second son Ken was born 
at home. She took over the baby every 
other night for two weeks so that they 
could all get some sleep. She told Julie 
that she was delighted that her son was 
the last of ‘her babies’

Tandy, Letty and Naomi always kept in 
close touch with one another, and in fact 
when Letty needed care in her old age 
she came to live near Tandy and Heather 
in Saffron Walden.

 
 Naomi and Letty lived together in  
perfect friendship, as always, until Letty 
died in 1969 and Naomi soon afterwards 
in the same year.

When their home was broken up, there 
was some furniture needing an owner. 
As John and I were setting up house at 
that time, we were able to accomodate 
it. We have several items, including a 
fine military chest, that are lasting me-
mentoes of my uncle and aunts. 

They were a very tall family. Letty stood  
well over six feet and is taller than Dad 
here.  The dog is probably “Patch”, 
Tandy’s dog, who was famous for 
herding the chickens on Tandy’s farm 
into the correct pens if they escaped!

(FROM THE LEFT)  
GRANDMA, NAOMI, ERW, LETTY

This picture is entitled 
“ERW as just-married man.” 

It seems to have been taken with his own 
camera, the case for which is under his right 
arm. This was probably taken at 
Blackheath, where Mum and Dad began 
their married life.

Dad always looked tall and elegant, and 
never became stooped or gained any weight 
as he got older. He ate frugally and worked 
hard. It was not until he turned 63 or so that 
he began to feel “old’ and remarked upon it. 

The last colour photograph to be taken of Dad aged 67, at my 
wedding six days before he died. 

OTHER STORIES
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OTHER STORIES
Mary Sherman, daughter of Yeamans and Lena Wigan and sister of John Wigan, 

sent us this story about  her memories of  “Uncle Ted”.

MY UNCLE TED

As if you didn’t know, he was my uncle: my Grandfather’s son and my father’s 
youngest brother. His name was Edmund Ramsay Wigan and he had a twin brother. 

He was by far the cleverest of the bunch. He and I seemed to hit it off from the 
moment we first met, when I was seven and just back in England from 
Trans-Jordan. 

He came to meet us from the train and lifted me into the back of a horse drawn 
hackney carriage. I was very impressed. My next memory of him was when I was 
fourteen and at boarding school. He had a racing green MG midget (another reason 
for being impressed!) and he took me out from school for the day. At this time my 
parents were about 2000 miles away. 

Ted and I saw each other again not long before he died and found the affection was 
still there.  I wept when he went, as I did when his two brothers died.  I shall 
remember him always, he was my stand-in father at a time when I badly needed 
one.

Mary Sherman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent 2003

A TRANS-ATLANTIC ADVENTURE

In 1946 Dad went to America on business, to liaise with the US military on field 
wireless communications, his speciality at SRDE. (See p. 46) 

In those day trans-Atlantic travel was a most unusual thing to do.  He crossed the 
Atlantic on the Queen Mary. Many years later,  I remember seeing photographs of 
the plane he flew in between New York and Washington. This was, as far as I know, 
the first time anyone in the Wigan family had flown in a civil aircraft.  He told us a 
story of asking for a boiled egg for his breakfast in New York and having to 
explain to the cook how to make it. Then he ate it, with an audience watching him 
of course!

There is one picure that has survived since that time, and it is labelled “Self at 
Molly Pitt Hotel 1946”   His great love of trees is evident in this picture!
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A BOFFIN IN THE FAMILY

 Pierce Power, Mum’s brother who, after serving in India with the army died of his wounds in 
1945, had the same sense of humour as Mum and much the same attitude to scientists. He sent 
Mum this colourful ode about the ‘Secrephone.” this was a kind of telephone that scambled 
speech during transmission. At the time Dad was at the SRDE and for all anyone knew Dad 
may have been directly involved with this machine. The typed note at the end says: 
“I thought this would amuse Ted, who was probably the inventor of the damn thing himself.”

MOTHER HAS A GO

Dad was not shy of sharing his various inventions with others. A constant stream of articles 
and letters sent details of his ideas to anyone who would listen.  These two photographs show 
how Dad was keen to involve his family in his inventiveness. 

He had rigged up a remote control shutter mechanism by means of a length of string. Naomi 
looks quite used to it all, but the doubtful expression on Granny B’s face, as she has a go at 
pulling the string and thus to take a picture of herself, suggests that she found it rather 
unnerving at times having a son like Ted! 
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DAD AT WORK
An overview of Dad’s professional career (by Marcus) 

HOW OLD RECORDS CAME ALIVE

When Dad died, he left me a large quantity of records, and it was clear that this was 
only part of what he used to have. There were photographs, negatives, drawings, 
patents, papers, notebooks and small items of memorabilia scattered throughout the 
boxes of materials.  Most of it was collected from Railway View in Barnham, where 
he had died, and my move to Australia meant that it was many years before all the 
papers that had survived were brought together again.

When the idea for a centenary book came to life, I worked through it all and was 
overwhelmed by how much there was. The photographic negatives were hard to 
read and so got short shrift, but assembling a bibliography and patent list from the 
clues and odd pieces of correspondence meant Dad’s working career began to 
come to life. 

The pictures and the annotations on them began to consitute a larger person than the 
one I remembered: the stages of his courtship of my mother, the love of trees and 
animals - and above all the successful way in which he had captured in words and 
pictures so much of his life and those close to him. There were many formal, warm 
regards and pictures from co-workers, and above all a spirit of exploration and 
creativity that flowed easily though the piles of papers and pictures.

FARADAY HOUSE

Dad’s professional career was not straightforward, as he left school at a difficult 
time, it being the Depression, and had no resources to attend University full time.
He was one of the night school students who worked their way to an external 
London University BSc through Faraday House. Faraday was a famous 19th 
century electrical engineer and inventor who also gave wonderful public lectures, 
and Dad followed a similar path of electrical engineering, invention – and clear 
communication.  

DAD IN THE FARADAY HOUSE RUGBY TEAM, 1922, AGED 20

ART CLASSES

It was probably during his time at 
Faraday house that Dad began to 
take classes in life drawing.  He 
also learned technical drawing, 
and the accuracy of his technical 
drawings reflects the accuracy of the 
instruments he designed later on.

ERW
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DAD AT WORK
WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC

He obtained his BSc, and decided to work towards a further degree. Dad worked 
part-time at Woolwich Polytechnic, aiming for a Ph.D, from 1934-36.   According 
to their records, from the handwritten amendments to the classes and syllabuses, it 
seems that he was going to take the Physics evening class but this didn’t run, but he 
did take the Heat, Light and Sound (1) class on Thursday evening and on Tuesday 
evening he took the Heat and Magnetism (1) class.

E.R. Wigan B.Sc (Lond.) is listed as a part-time lecturer in Physics and Telephony in 
the School of Science, Engineering and Building.  He is shown as taking Electrical 
Communications together with Mr T.B. Vinycomb, the Head of Department.  
Handwritten amendments show him as an assistant in Heat, light and Sound (11).

SIEMENS

He worked for Siemens while he was teaching and studying, and while he was there 
he invented mechanical and electrical measurement devices, as he did all his working 
life. (See “Patents” p.56. ) At Siemens he contributed substantially to the development 
of the miniature microphones used in telephones until the 1960’s.

THE MICROGUAGE

This was invented as part of his Ph.D work at the Woolwich Polytechnic.  It was 
chosen for exhibition at the 25th Anniversary Exhibition of the Physical Society. The 
theme of the exhibition was scientific instruments. The channels for publicity for 
scientific work were very restricted in the 1930’s, and the role of the great Physical 
Society and Royal Institution Exhibitions was crucial. They were both prestigious and 
strictly by invitation.  Dad’s invention was a method of measuring ‘to a millionth of 
an inch’ and he was invited to demonstrate it at both Exhibitions. 

Sir Lawrence Bragg was one of the most eminent scientists of the day, and Dad 
reports Sir Lawrence coming up to the stand at the Royal Institition and looking 
closely at his display. He did not dare to address the Great Man. 
 
The  microguage caused some excitement elsewhere: the Woolwich Polytechnic 
magazine for Feb 1935 carried the following article:
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THE END OF THE PH.D
Once Dad had exhausted his resources he had to abandon this goal, which he would 
undoubtedly have achieved. It would have been a really major achievement in the 
1930’s when there were so very few who managed this.  

PATENTS

Dad’s interest in patents arose after the Woolwich Polytechnic showed no real interest 
in the microguage.  

Patents are a form of intellectual property that are owned by one’s employer even 
if all the work is done outside official time. Therefore Dad became expert in the 
bureaucratic processes involved in being allowed to develop and promote his own 
patents in his own name. Most of his ideas had little to do with the job he was paid 
for and so were usually of no great interest to his employers.  A list of Dad’s patents 
can be found on page 56.

SRDE
During the Second World War, Dad moved to the Ministry of Defence Signals 
Research and Development Establishment at Christchurch, near Bournemouth and 
played a major role in the development of portable field wireless sets used by the 
armed forces.  As a result of this very successful work,  he was nominated after the 
war to represent the UK MoD in technical exchanges with the USA military, and was 
sent to the US with the rank of Major to carry this out. A less military Major would 
be hard to imagine.  Back-room scientists and engineers were affectionately referred 
to by the soldiers as ‘boffins’ and were assumed to wear white coats all the time and 
to be constantly preoccupied with the workings of their gadgets - Dad was definitely a 
boffin! 

Dad continued to invent elegant devices such as the Sine Spring (which, while shown 
at SRDE open days, was always seen by management as a complete diversion from 
his ‘real’ job.)

DAD AT WORK

WITH THE SRDE IN JANUARY 1946 (ERW IS EIGHTH FROM THE LEFT) 
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In 1949 Dad left the SRDE. This photograph was taken when he was presented by 
G.W. Sutton with a pen on a stand as a mark of his achievements there.  He kept the 
pen on his desk at home always.

 

BBC RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

A few years after the war, Dad was head-hunted by the BBC for their small and very 
highly regarded Research Laboratory at Kingswood Warren in Surrey. He commuted 
there from Barnham, a two-hour train journey each way, for 16 years.

As a result of the tight train timetables, Dad told me the delightful story that on the 
first day there he left half an hour early to catch the train he had to catch in order to 
be able get home, without any comment to anyone. By the end of the week it was 
established that ‘Wigan leaves at 4.30’.  Years later, Dad told me that he overheard 
someone saying (I think it was Head, one of his mathematician colleages and joint 
patent holder in the amazingly accurate Muirhead-Wigan Valve Voltmeter) that he 
wished he could leave early, as he was so often in early like everyone else and “Wigan 
did.”  To which the response from another unknown was. ‘Ah! But he is different’. 

Dad pointed out that he had established this by simply doing it at a time when people 
were still forming opinions as to what one’s prerogatives were - ie. in the first week. 
This strategy is very similar to his usual counsel for the unconfident that ‘if one walks 
into a room looking as if one owns it, most people will think that you do’.  He had his 
own highly effective guerrilla tactics to deal with bureaucracy, which were the more 
effective for their quiet politeness in the execution as well as the care with which he 
projected his other-worldliness… a Boffin to a T.
This new job at the BBC was a highly prestigious appointment as a Senior Principal. 

He was given a wide degree of latitude to find appropriate problems and work on 
them with a dedicated assistant, R.J.Packer.  This he did, choosing for his specialism 
broadcast sound quality and psycho-acoustics, especially subjective and objective 
measures of distortion. 

He was always very accessible, and the now well-known device of stopping feedback 
and booming in public address systems, by shifting the frequency of the sound 
delivered to different loudspeakers by a few cycles, was the result of his response to 
one of these cries for help.

One of the grateful responses is shown here, and seems to have consituted an 
excellent public relations 
exercise for the BBC in 
making sure that a speaker 
with a “small voice” could 
be heard clearly throughout a 
long, narrow room by means 
of  the  “PA stabiliser”.  

The BBC was very pleased 
- but they were far more 
pleased that Dad had designed 
the BBC Quality Meter for 
the studios and transmission 
stations; had assessed every 
transmission station and tower 
in the country personally and 
made a major and practical 
contribution to the exceptional 
transmission sound quality 
of the BBC. 

DAD AT WORK

THANKS FOR SERVICES RENDERED
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DAD AT WORK
PUBLICATIONS

“Nature” was then and is now one of the most prestigious scientific journals in the 
world. Dad managed to get not one but two publications into “Nature”. The first was 
published in 1959 and was entitled “Unpleasantness of distorted sounds: a criterion 
derived from the distortion spectrum,”  (See p.48.)  It described one of the outcomes 
of his ground-breaking work in psycho-acoustics, where he nailed down a reliable 
measure of subjectively-rated distortion. 

He also managed a second “Nature” article in 1963, entitled “Transmission 
parameters of porous sound absorbers (with particular reference to the flow 
resistance.)”   This was about an elegant null measurement approach – his trademark 
– to measuring the transmission parameters of sound absorbers. This was another area 
of concern to the BBC.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Dad’s reputation in psycho-acoustics attracted attention from many places, including 
Cambridge University Club, who invited him to address them on one of his  areas of 
interest. 

PROFESSIONAL FRIENDS

Dr Leo Beranek, one of the founders of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, then a large 
acoustical consulting company in Boston, became a good friend. 

Dr Stephen Black, who was later to write ‘Man and Motorcar’ which detailed the first 
psychological study of the relationship between people and their cars, became a firm 
friend and visited our home in 1959.  (See p.54)

Dad wrote a paper for ‘Machinery” in 1955, which was picked up by Casimir 
Zeincewcz, a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in Poland, who wrote about it in a 
Polish magazine, “Mechanik.” (See extract, opposite.)  

NOTE FROM ALTHEA: 
Despite the fact that he could only correspond on postcards because of the censorship 
of mail in Poland at the time, Casimir managed to correspond with Dad by postcard 
for many years.  Much of what he wrote was incomprehensible because his English 
was not good, and Dad’s Polish non-existent. Nonethleless, in the universal language 
of mathematics, they were able to exchange ideas.  

Every postcard began: “My dear Ramsay”.  On Casimir’s insistence, his son, also 
an engineer, came to Kerry when visiting a factory in England.  It was a strange 
meeting, with few words exchanged owing to the language difficulty.  Dad received 
two expensive art books from Casimir as a gifts in appreciation of the friendship. 
One was by Artur Grottger, containing dozens of harrowing pictures of Poland under 
occupation, that spoke more eloquently than any number of postcards. The other, a 
very heavy tome, was a collection of Polish Christian sacred art.  The appropriateness 
of these gifts to Dad’s tastes, and the fact that Dad sent out aspirin occasionally for 
Casimir’s rheumatism, when he learned that it was impossible to get it out there at the 
time, shows how well Dad made contact with all the people he met, even in the most 
unlikely ways! The second book arrived shortly after Dad died, and I wrote to tell 
Casimir, who responded with sorrow.  I still have the art books. On the fly-leaf of the 
first one is an inscription: “To Ramsay with love from Casimir.  Xmas, 1959.

“A SIMPLE MECHANICAL LINKAGE TO DRAW AN INVOLUTE PROFILE” : ONE OF DAD’S PATENTS 
DISCUSSED IN A POLISH ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, ON THE SUBJECT OF AN ARTICLE BY DAD 

APPEARING IN “ENGINEER” IN 1955. (SEE P.59)
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DAD AT WORK

1959 LETTER PUBLISHED IN “NATURE”
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DAD AT WORK

1963 LETTER TO “NATURE”.
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DAD AT WORK

THIS BEAUTIFULLY CLEAR PAPER IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF DAD’S CLARITY OF MIND AND EXPRESSION.
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PATENTS

Dad sold a number of patents, but found out very early that patent attorneys were 
extremely expensive.  Having seen what they did, he got down to analysing the 
writing of patents as he would any other problem: namely from first principles. He 
was determined to write them himself.  

He realised that the first statement of claim was the key: it should be written in a clear 
and comprehensive manner, remembering always that a patent is about a realisation 
of an idea and not the idea itself. 

THE MUIRHEAD-WIGAN OSCILLATOR

One of the many patents that he drafted himself  (the list on p.58 is far from 
complete) brought in a major success: the Muirhead-Wigan Decade Oscillator.  

This oscillator had been developed in parallel with Dad’s own ideas, but the simple, 
clear initial claim made in the patent application (of a series of settings by one control 
for each decade) was enough not only to ensure that Dad’s patent priority was valid, 
but also to give him a firm claim over the Decade display of the proposed oscillator. 
He then worked very hard on improving the design with Muirheads, and the revenues 
for this precision instrument were a major help with home finances for many years. 

This work left a deep impression. The archivist for the BBC Research Department, when 
approached in 2003 about any records of Dad’s work, claimed never to have met him, but 
was heard to mutter, “Oscillators” before reaching at once for the relevant papers!

DAD AT WORK

THE MUIRHEAD-WIGAN DECADE OSCILLATOR (FOR MOD)

THE MUIRHEAD-WIGAN DECADE OSCILLATOR
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THE VALVE VOLTMETER

Later on, the Muirhead-Wigan precision valve voltmeter repeated this success – and 
for many years a test report from the National Physical Laboratories (NPL), the UK 
official standards laboratory, hung on Dad’s study wall.  

“The precision of the voltmeter was confirmed with the error range..” - and then the 
error range of the reference measuring instrument which was actually larger!  A faint 
pencil marking reads “Congratulations”, added by the greatly impressed testing 
staff.  Sadly, this certificate was printed on acid paper and crumbled when a scan was 
attempted for this book.

PRIVATE INVENTIONS

Dad was always looking for ways of helping the family and especially finding the 
funds for my education, and so when he got home from the BBC he would go to the 
kitchen and work on his patent ideas and their promotion and at the weekends would 
do experiments in the garage. He was still working on promoting some of these ideas 
only a few months before he died.  The picture opposite shows the first page of his 
last known patent, dated 1962. This concerned his AC Potentiometer. 

DAD’S OWN TECHNICAL NOTEBOOKS

In keeping with his ability to have a large number of ideas and yet pin at least some 
of them down to high degrees of exactitude, Dad kept a comprehensive series of 
technical notebooks, that reveal much to us about the inner experience of being the 
generator of so many ideas at once. He was always careful to explain his ideas as well 
as he could, even if it was only to himself. Even after he had to move from Kerry and 
lost a  lot of his papers, he continued to refect on these ideas. He always kept a small 
notebook where he logged ideas as they developed, and after his sudden retirement he 
resolved to continue on this task. Here is a short and poignant entry, made after his 
working life was suddenly ended. It was written when he was living at Nan’s in 1967.

SEPT 1967
Because of a car accident on 13.5.66 my left leg was broken and my eyesight 
affected. On 28.2.67 Muirhead and Co. threw me out of the job I had been doing 
there since Nov.1964 (the date when the BBC retired me - they had given me 2 years 
extension beyond the age of 60).  As I was unable thereafter to continue research 
investigations no NEW entries in this catalogue are to be expected.

DAD AT WORK
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However, as all the old work has not been fully documented, it is proposed to add, in 
the following pages, such notes as I can recollect or extract from my published papers 
- many of the more important ones were brought away from Kerry. But many were 
destroyed without trace prior to the separation on 1.1.67.   It is likely that the date 
of origin of the various ideas will have to be guessed - the sequence indeed will be 
wrong in the first of the following - for they will come to mind only with difficulty 
and so will be put down just as they occur to me.

(There then followed a number of pages with clear explanations of a number of 
his major ideas.  The last two are reproduced here as they show the practical 
application was never far from Dad’s mind, however apparently abstract the idea 
might have been.  MRW.)

DISTORTION CRITERION 
A long and thorough subjective investigation established that the “unpleasantness” 
of a distorted sound was related to the “time rate of departure” of the signal from 
normality.  This thesis was successfully proved from cases where the “normal” signal 
was a sine-wave, or a combination of a sine-wave with its second harmonic. It was 
shown that the presence of background noise could reduce the unpleasantness.  It was 
also shown that headphones could not be used to judge the unpleasantness rating.  
It was proved that the criterion correctly related the unpleasantness of a full wave 
rectified sine wave to the unpleasantness of waves only partly rectified.  

A device was designed by me and built by Packer which would read the Distortion 
Criterion directly (the summation required being done as [???] work and the 
device set to successive values of n from 2 to 10),  1000 c/s being the pure signal 
frequency input to the last object. Using the ‘summation machine’ tests were made on 
Brookmans Park Transmitter.

THE SINE SPRING (PROVISIONAL PATENT APPLICATION 20788/43) 
The history is curious and the origin very oblique: the guessed date of origin is 1935. 
Part of the work done at Woolwich Polytechnic concerned the variation of resistance 
of carbon grains under pressure and to obtain a structure stiff in one dimension (so 
as to keep the carbon parts in position) and flexible in the direction at right angles (to 
allow pressure - very light indeed - to be applied effectively) a piece of spring steel 
about 9” x 0.01” was held at both ends by return clamps.

 A point C at the centre of the strip was found to have the required rigidity 
perpendicular to the paper, but was adjustable (by rotating P1 and P2 slightly) so 
that faces in the direction Y1Y2 met very little resistance so long as C lay in the line 
X1X2. The stiffness met was defined as S0. A few minutes’ experiment showed that 
S0 could be reduced exactly to zero if J1 = J2, but only if C at the same time fell on 
X1X2.
If J2 > J1, , the spring had a stiffness in the direction Y2-> Y1 which was positive.
If J2 < J1, ,  S0 became negative and the spring oil-cans.
If J1 and J2, together are increased S0 became negative.

When conditions were carefully examined at SRDE where 17.5” blades of various 
thicknesses were investigated it was found that the negative values of  S0 were 
remarkably constant independent of deflection.  From that it was obvious that a zero 
stiffness structure of wide application could be built by attaching a simple positive 
spring (blade) to a negative set sine-spring.

All these various properties of the sine-spring were illustrated at an Open Day 
exhibition at SDRE Christchurch and raised considerable interest. The amusing thing 
about this was that the head of research at SRDE strongly disapproved of my showing 
anything at all because he did not consider it “something that anybody concerned 
with research should waste his time on”. 

DAD AT WORK

DAD’S  DRAFT CALCULATIONS RELATING TO THE SINE SPRING
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DAD AT WORK
In fact the report that I had written and was finally published by the SRDE was a best 
seller and was still being made available when I asked for a replacement copy in 1966    
(ie. 15 years later! MRW)

Just as a light-hearted lark a combination of two sine-springs were used, in a  public 
exhibition in Christchurch put on by SRDE in about 1938-39, to oppose each other in 
such a way that a 5lb weight was caused to ‘float’. The exhibit was entitled 
“Gravity Defied.”

STEPHEN BLACK AND THE OSCILLATOR (BY ALTHEA AND MARCUS)
The final story is about Dad and selective deafness.  In early 1959, Dad was 
approached by a neurophysiologist by name of Dr Stephen Black who was a 
specialist in hypnosis and who later became famous when he presented a series of 
television programmes on the subject. 

Dr Black originally came to ask for some help on sound detection to test “selective 
deafness”.  He needed to be able to generate accurately a series of specific sounds.  
At the time Dad was developing a very accurate oscillator.  The D-890-B 
Muirhead-Wigan Decade Oscillator with an accuracy of < 0.05% was at the time one 
of the most accurate  such instruments in the world.  This was the perfect machine to 
generate this very precise sound.  The two of them worked hard at measurements of 
the threshold of hearing and Dr Black used hypnosis on subjects with un-impaired 
hearing to make suggestions about very specific sounds, generated by means of the 
oscillator, that  the subjects “could not hear” while under hypnosis.

This led to a really fascinating finding: when the hypnotised subject was asked, “Tell 
us when you can no longer hear this note...” there was a  rise in the threshold of 
hearing at that frequency- indicating that the subject was hearing it with a higher level 
of sensitivity. When the subject was asked, “Tell us when you can no longer hear 
this sound…” rises appeared in the threshold of hearing at the harmonics of the base 
frequency as well.  

Dad was very interested indeed in Dr Black and his work and spoke at length to us 
about the experiments they did together.  The relationship developed into a 
friendship and Dr. Black was invited to a party at Kerry in 1959.  Dr. Black was asked 
to hypnotise someone and Althea, then aged 14, was chosen. That extraordinary 
experience triggered an interest in psychology that has remained a central interest 
in her life ever since.  After Marcus finished his physics degree, Stephen Black also 
introduced him and Dad to people working on one of the first large scale magnetic 
disc drives for computers, who were looking for some help. Sadly, Marcus and ERW 
were not able to help.

WISDOM FROM DAD

“If you can’t see how to solve a problem, turn it upside down
 and see what you can see from that perspective.”

DAD WITH HIS COLLEAGUES ON HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE BBC RESEARCH DEPT AT 
KINGSWOOD WARREN, NOVEMBER 1963
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These patents were registered by ERW with the UK Patent Office while he was working as a Principal Scientific Officer with the Signals Research and Development Establishment in Christchurch, Hants, 
and later when he had joined the BBC Research Department at Kingswood Warren

A simple mechanical linkage to draw an involute profile.   UK Patent Office  1941  
Application 143/41 1942  UK Patent No. 630243.

Improvements in circuit arrangements adapted to the measurement of electrical 
impedance and frequency.   UK Patent Office Provisional application 10579/42 
(accepted 29.7.42)

Decade Oscillator   Patent No 524314  Sold to Muirhead UK

AC Cartesian potentiometer   UK Patent 573615

Improvements in or relating to thermionic valve amplifiers  UK Patent Office No. 
575639 Application date 9.12.43 No 20985/43. Complete specification left 17.8.44. Complete 
specification accepted 27.2.46

Improvements in and relating to adjustable electrical phase-shifting networks
UK Patent Office No. 587714 Application date 9.1.45 No 700/45. Complete specification left 
6.2.46. Complete specification accepted 2.6.47

Millionth of an inch measurement gauge  UK Patent Office Application 15570/47. 1947.  
Eventually accepted as Patent 443.485.

Sine spring for rectilinear motion   UK Patent Office No. 617076

Sine spring as a flexure connection for transmitting motion   UK Patent Office No. 
651500

Sine spring used for transmitting motion between two members (shafts) supported 
in ordinary bearings   Sine spring used as a force-exerting member UK Patent Office No. 
665741. 

Improvements in snap action switches   UK Patent Office No. 689454   Application date 
26.1.49 No 2194/49.  Complete specification left 11.1.50. Complete specification accepted 
25.3.53

Galvanometer optical system   UK Patent Office No. 704150 

Diode limiter   Provisional patent 9568/57 in the names of E.R.Wigan, C. Mayo and R.Jones 
UK Patent Number 822762  1958   

Decade attenuator  Sold to Electronic Instruments. UK Provisional Patent 38762/58  1958 
  

Wide range oscillator   Sold to Marconi instruments in the name of E R Wigan and C G 
Mayo UK Provisional Patent 4194/58 1958

Anti vibration mounting   UK Provisional Patent 44335/59 1959

Decade attenuator   Provisional Patent 18022/59 Sold to Electronic Instruments UK 1959 

Linear microphone   UK Provisional Patent  19963/59 1959 

Stabilised amplifier   UK Provisional Patent   24239/59 1959 

Continuously variable shunt  UK Patent 786189, ?1960? in the names of E R Wigan 

and C G. Mayo. 

AC Measurements  UK Patent 783967  ?1960?  In the names of E R Wigan and C G Mayo

Profile rheostat   UK Provisional Patent 21637/60 1960 

Improvements in potentiometric measuring circuits   UK Patent Office No. 1008482 
Application date 9.11.62 No 42533/62.  Complete specification left 21.1.62. Complete 
specification accepted 27.10.65

EDITOR’S NOTE: 
This list is probably incomplete, as some documentation on Dad’s patents is unavailable.

PATENTS
Researched and edited by Marcus

WISDOM FROM DAD

“The best solutions are elegant and simple.”
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These two pages are reproduced here, just as he wrote them, as an example of how his ideas evolved. The creative flow excitement, carefully overlaid with a post-creative rationalisation of the 
process, betrays both the flights of ideas and the care with which he restructured them into an orderly process, which was clearly NOT how the ideas arrived.

THE GENESIS OF AN IDEA
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1948 “A voltage comparator for use with an A.C. potentiometer”  SRDE Internal 
Memorandum No.B/15

Abstract: This comparator measures the difference between the two potentials which 
may be several volts above ground. The difference voltage appears in a circuit with 
one terminal grounded. A selective amplifier passes the signal to a meter and a phone 
output. Circuit descriptions and photographs are included. Sensitivity and selectivity 
are reported and special applications suggested. Circuit design by E. M.Frost.

1948 “Advance report upon the use of the acoustic comparator in the measurement of 
acoustic impedance”  SRDE Internal Memorandum No.B/4

Abstract: Experiments are described which demonstrate that the theory set out in 
Internal Memorandum No. B/1 is sound. The acoustic impedance of tubes, cavities, 
telephone receivers, and resistive elements is reported. Now, simpler, and more rapid 
techniques are suggested

1948 “On the measurement of the complex propagation-constant of an artificial line”  
SRDE Internal Memorandum  No.B/6

1948 “A new type of “Speech-voltmeter” indicating the mean and standard deviation 
of syllabic levels (the “Zero balance” or Z/B” speech meter”  SRDE Internal 
Memorandum No.A/4

Abstract: Methods of measuring the effective value of speech signals are 
discussed and a new type of instrument described. It is shown that this instrument will 
measure the mean syllabic level of the speech signal with high accuracy, and 
in addition, will give a measure of the standard deviation of the syllabic levels 
about this mean.

1949 “The sine spring” SRDE Report No.1029

Abstract: Specification of the properties of a special form of clamped spring 
suspension system which can provide very high levels of vertical stiffness, and 
variable (positive, neutral and negative) compliance in a lateral plane. Experimental 
results and constriction drawings are given in this unclassified report for the UK 
Ministry of Defence Signals Research and Development Establishment. This 
mechanism is the subject of UK Patent application 32770/45.

1949 “The extension of the immediate appreciation technique to the determination of 
communication efficiency” SRDE Report No.1033

Abstract: Experimental evidence is presented which illustrates the way in which a 
message, imperfectly understood at first hearing, is finally correctly grasped after a 
number of repetitions. Three parameters have been isolated which seem to specify 
the rate at which the message is received when repetition is necessary, and from these 
parameters a quantity which is a measure of the efficiency of communication has 
been derived. A number of new subjective effects were brought to light after analysis 
of the experimental data; these are discussed in the Appendices. As an example of an 
extension of the procedure developed an analysis is made of the British Post Office 
Telephone Network for the purpose of drawing attention to certain primary quantities, 
which define its overall efficiency.

1949 “A simple and accurate method of deriving the slope of a graphed function” 
Journal of Scientific Instruments and of Physics in Industry, Vol.26 No.5

Abstract:  Accurate measurements of tangents to curves using a clear rod of perspex 
and visual assessment.

1949 “Network theorem” Letter to Wireless World, December

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Edited by Marcus
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1949 “Notes on the calibration of the ‘Zero-balance’ speech meter” SRDE Technical 
Research Memorandum Res.128

Abstract: Reconsideration of the theory of the ‘Zero-balance’ speech meter described 
in Electro Acoustic Group Internal Memorandum No. A/4 has brought to light several 
errors connected with the measurement of the standard deviation of the syllabic levels 
recorded by the instrument. The expression of the standard deviation in db’s is shown 
to be unrealistic, and a new method of scaling the instrument is suggested which 
corrects for the influence (ignored in the previous Memorandum) of the standard 
deviation upon the estimation of the true mean level.

1952  Shorter, D.E.L;  Wigan, E.R.  “An investigation of speech compression 
systems.” (Interim report)  Research Department, British Broadcasting Corporation 
Report  No.L-024  1952/11

Abstract: Several speech compression systems had been considered, including the 
Langevin amplifier used at certain BBC transmitters.  By making slight changes in 
circuit values and using a limiter, the performance of the Langevin equipment was 
considerably improved.

1952 “Null-balance technique for filter measurement” Letter to Wireless World 
Vol. 29 pp.195-196 
 

Abstract: This is just one of the many elegant applications of the null balance and 
self correcting and balancing approaches so typical of ERW’s thinking.

1952 “The diagnosis of distortion by means of the Difference diagram” Wigan, E R; 
Gouldstone, P;  BBC Research Department, Technical Memorandum No. L-1008

Abstract: In the course of an investigation on the measurement of distortion a 
new method of displaying distortion on a cathode ray tube has been developed. An 
important feature of the display is that the phase relationship between the 
distortion terms and the fundamental tone is retained, making it relatively  
easy to locate their cause.  Because the display is produced by subtracting the input 
signal from the output signal, the title ‘Difference diagram’ has been chosen for 
it. The technique has the special merit that transient or slowly changing distortion 
conditions can be observed and in some cases photographed.  Although not put 
forward as a measuring technique, it is possible to read off from the difference 

diagram the magnitude of the primary distortion terms with useful accuracy. 
Components as small as 0.1% can be recognised under good conditions.

1952 “Absolute measurement of phase shift” Letter to Wireless Engineer

Abstract: The use of Lissjous figures for precise phase shift measurement

1953 “Diagnosis of distortion” Wireless World, June, pp.261-266

Abstract: A method of diagnosis of distortion is described.

1954 “A new programme meter” Research Department, British Broadcasting 
Corporation, Report No. L-025: 1954/14

Abstract: This optical projection system mechanism is the subject of UK 
Patent 704150

1955 “Effect of instrument impedance in the measurement of ‘Quality factor’ by 
parallel resonance”  Letter to Electronic Engineering Vol. 27, August

1955 “A simple linkage which generates a close approximation to an involute” 
Note in Machinery, February.

Abstract: This linkage generates a simple means of gauging the profiles of involute 
spur gears to a few parts in 100,000 for gears of diameter larger than 3 inches. This 
linkage is the subject of UK Patent Application 143/41. 

1955: “Effect of instrument impedance in the measurement of ‘Quality factor’ by 
parallel resonance” Electronic Engineering, Vol.27, August, p.367

1957  Shorter. D.E.L;  Manson.W.I;  Wigan.E.R;   “Some experiments on the 
subjective effect of limiting the upper frequency range of programmes” 
Research Department, British Broadcasting Corporation Report  No.L-034  1957/10

Abstract: The advent of VHF broadcasting made domestic broadcasting possible 
using the full high-frequency range.  The high cost of landline transmission required 
some compromise between fidelity and expense.  An experiment was carried out 
using 34 members of the Research Department staff, who were asked to listen to 

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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extracts of programmes, some of which had been limited in the upper frequency 
range using low-pass filters. They then reported whether they could tell the difference 
between the filtered and the unfiltered sound.  It was observed that experienced 
participants were more discerning listeners. As a result of this the experiment was 
labelled irreverently as “Operation cloth-ear”.

Monograph;
1958 “A description of an optical instrument for monitoring sound signals,” in 
“Analysis and measurement of programme levels” Published by BBC.

Abstract: (ERW)  In order that transmitters shall not be over modulated, whilst a 
satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio is maintained, it is necessary for the program to be 
‘controlled’, i.e. for the dynamic range to be deliberately restricted. For this purpose 
apparatus must be provided at convenient points in the broadcasting chain to enable 
studio managers, control room staff, transmitter engineers, and others to observe the 
signal voltages produced by the program.  It should be noted that it is the quasi-peak 
voltages that are of interest in this connection, and that they are not directly related 
to the loudness of the program when reproduced by a loudspeaker.  A new type of 
monitoring instrument is described, having a moving bar of light in place of a pointer, 
which has been designed to take the place of the conventional pointer-type instrument 
with which the signal voltages on BBC sound circuits are usually measured.  The 
optical system, which is novel, is highly efficient and leads to a compact and simple 
assembly.   In the course of this design the statistical parameters of typical program 
material had to be assessed.  Predictions made from this analysis were confirmed in 
field trials of the instrument, which is now going into service.

1959 “Unpleasantness of distorted sounds : a criterion derived from the distortion 
spectrum”  Nature Vol.183 p.1320   

Abstract: An objective measure of distortion is defined which correlates well with 
measurements. This criterion is : Ct = Sum from 2 to n of (n**2(Pn-t) ) where 
Pn-t is positive. n is the harmonic number; Pn is the percentage amplitude of the nth 
harmonic and t is that percentage of the signal at its crest that is just audible.  If the 
crest of pulse is 70 phons under good listening conditions (ambient sound around  30 
phons.) A value of t=0.2 gives good correlations with subjective assessments.
 

(Editor’s note: See p. 48 for the full letter.)

Instrument Specification:
1960  Muirhead and Co. Ltd. “D-930-A Muirhead-Wigan Precision RMS Decade 
Voltmeter”

Abstract:  The accuracy of 0.05% made this one of the most accurate  such 
instruments in the world. It was therefore appropriate for both laboratory 
standardisation and daily precision use. The NPL found its accuracy to be comparable 
to their own National Reference Standard source

Verification of the AC Valve Voltmeter being as accurate as the NPL reference 
instrument:
Felton, A D (1960) “Report on Muirhead-Wigan RMS Precision Valve Voltmeter.
TYPE L-930-AM; No. 319755 (Order Number A2247) Range 1 millivolt to 300 Volts,” 
National Physical Laboratory, Feltham, Middlesex UK

Abstract: The ‘uncertainty’ referred to on this report was confirmed with Felton 
to NPL’s acknowledged defect in precision measurement of the NPL reference 
equipment of about 0.05%, corresponding to the accuracies reported by the NPL for 
the Voltmeter under test----

1960 “Single-control element Wien Bridge with variable L, C or R” Electronic 
Technology, June, pp 223-231

Abstract: A great variety of apparatus uses the Wien bridge as the basis of design; 
the modified version described here has the same field of application and has the 
added advantage that the performance of the network is determined by one control-
element only, as distinct from the two which are essential to the Wien bridge. Various 
alternative forms of the network are described, some of which contain resistance and 
inductance; moreover, it is shown that the network may be controlled either by means 
of a variable resistor or by a variable inductor or by a variable capacitor.  Besides 
being useful as frequency bridges, these networks have application in oscillators and 
selective amplifiers.

1960 “A constant-resistance network having the properties of a universal shunt” 
Electronic Engineering, May, pp.289-293

Abstract: By a simple modification, the bridged-T constant-resistance network can 
be transformed into a constant-resistance universal shunt, adjustable on a decimal 

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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basis; a three-decade 1 kOhm shunt is described which has a maximum shunting ratio 
of 11.111/1.0 and is adjustable in steps of 0.001. Between these steps continuous 
interpolation can be made, the accuracy of which is discussed.  

1960 “Measurement of complex voltage ratio. Technique with inherent error 
determination” Electronic Technology Vol.37 pp.422-428

Abstract: It is shown that precise measurement of the vector ratio between 
two alternating voltages can be made, even if the apparatus employed for the 
measurements is completely uncalibrated, provided only that the apparatus delivers 
two independent reference voltages which are not in phase, and which can be 
adjusted in known fractions.  The measurement technique to be described consists 
in forcing the apparatus to measure its own error.  The ideal instrument for the 
purpose is a Cartesian-type A.C. potentiometer, and, as an example of one form of 
the technique, the errors of a particular potentiometer are derived.  In addition, the 
errors of an imaginary network which has very large errors indeed are calculated by 
the application of the completely general form of the technique. In general terms, this 
technique can be compared with the procedure adopted to obtain accurate weighings 
from an inaccurate chemical balance; the inaccurate a.c. potentiometer network is 
forced to yield accurate measurements of phase-difference and magnitude-ratio by 
comparing and ‘averaging’ a number of measurements which have been made in 
each ‘quadrant’ of the field of the potentiometer. A realisation of this technique is the 
subject of UK Patent 753615.

1960 “A ‘Decimal’ attenuator” Electronic Engineering Vol.27 August pp.560-566

Abstract: A network is described which combines the properties of a conventional 
voltage or current divider with those of a constant-resistance attenuator, retaining the 
most useful features of each while being free of their disadvantages. It will deliver 
at its output terminals precisely known decimal-fractions of its input voltage; for 
instance in a divider which has three decimal-dials, the output/input ratio can be 
adjusted in 1000-steps of 0.001 from zero up to unity.The divider retains at all times 
a strictly constant output resistance; this means that current may be drawn from the 
output terminals without losing the ability to make precisely known adjustments of 
the output voltage or current, although the presence of the load will reduce the voltage 
or current available.

1961 “A method of assessing the acceptability of stereophonic systems”
Research Department, British Broadcasting Corporation  Report No.L-042 1961/1

Abstract:  Broadcasting stereo radio signals on two channels to produce a 
stereophonic effect was presenting radio-frequency and line transmission problems, 
which had not been solved at that time. Therefore a pilot experiment was carried 
out to evaluate the subjective listener response to the three different alternative ways 
of producing a stereophonic sound then available:  the EMI  “Percival system”; the 
“Stereophoner” and the “Spreader”.

1961 “New distortion criterion. Part 1: Audience reaction to non-linearity distortion” 
Electronic Technology, April, pp.128-137

Abstract: In any sound-transmission system non-linearity distortion is always 
present to some extent. The optimal design of line amplifiers, amplifiers for loud 
speakers, modulators for radio transmitters, and the like, cannot be achieved until 
the rate of exchange has been established between the degree of distortion and 
the resulting deterioration of program quality. In this article an attempt is made to 
establish this rate of exchange.  Part 1 analyses the subjective aspect of the problem: 
experiments are described which separate out those features of the distorted sounds 
which are responsible for the audience reporting that they are unpleasant to listen to. 
Almost without exception, the data conform to the comprehensive statement that the 
unpleasantness of a distorted sound is judged in terms of the ‘time-rate-of-departure 
of the signal from normality’. It is found that listeners are influenced by pitch, by 
loudness, and by contrast effects and that they have very short term memories of 
distortion phenomena.

1961 “New distortion criterion. Part 2: A criterion based upon the distortion 
spectrum”  Electronic Technology, May, pp.163-174

Abstract: Part 2 is concerned with the relationship between the subjectively 
estimated ‘unpleasantness’ and the purely objective cause - the degree of non-linearity 
distortion. A formula, described as the ‘distortion criterion’, is set up in terms of the 
distortion spectrum, and is justified in several different ways. It survives two critical 
tests, one of which is the deriving of equal criteria from a sine-wave signals which 
have been clipped once-only, or twice symmetrically by diodes, thus conforming to 
the subjective assessment (established in Part 1), that such wave-forms sound equally 
unpleasant. The form of the criterion brings out the importance of a quality related 
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to the signal/noise ratio; experimental evidence as to the level at which this ratio 
becomes significant is, however, inconclusive.

1961  Black, S; Wigan, E R. “An investigation of selective deafness produced by 
direct suggestion under hypnosis”  British Medical Journal Vol.ii,  September 16, 
pp. 367-741

Abstract: An extremely accurate instrument, capable of being set of exact 
frequencies very quickly and easily, using the series of dials that allowed each decade 
to be set independently, was used in the Black-Wigan psychoacoustic work on 
selective deafness and interpretation of the words ‘sound’ and ‘note’.

1963: “The relative merits of the V.U. meter and Peak Programme Meter in the 
regulation of A.F. signals in broadcasting”  European Broadcasting Organisation 
Review,  Part A (Techncial), No.79  June

Abstract: The relative merits of VU and Peak programme Meter (PPU) as volume 
indicating devices have been hotly if inconclusively contested for many years; this 
article introduces some points which merit fuller discussion and is based on the 
experience gained by the BBC in the last decade. The conclusion is confirmed that 
a quasi-peak reading instrument such as the PPM is superior to a quasi-average 
reading instrument such as the VU meter because it gives an unambiguous indication 
of the instantaneous modulation depth of the transmitter. A comparison is also 
made between these volume indicators in regard to their use for the measurement of 
transmission loss in lines, and for assessing ‘loudness’.

1963 “Transmission parameters of porous sound absorbers (with particular reference 
to the flow resistance)” letter to Nature Vol.199, No.4888

Abstract: Acoustical resistance can be several times that of the resistance to airflow. 
A technique is specified for measuring the complex impedance using microphone 
voltages in a loaded and an infinitely loaded condition. The results can be represented 
as a tee-network with each branch represented as two series combinations of R and 
L in parallel.  This is consistent with re-analyses of previously published data. Using 
this theory, models have been built which accurately predict both sound absorber and 
mounting method performance.

(Editor’s note: The full letter can be seen on Page 49.) 

1963 “The relative merits of the V.U. meter and Peak Programme Meter in 
the regulation of a.f. signals in broadcasting”   Research Department, British 
Broadcasting Corporation Report No. L-054: 1963/29

Abstract: The relative merits of VU and Peak Program Meter (PPM) as volume 
indicating devices have been hotly if inconclusively contested for many years; this 
article introduces some points which merit fuller discussion and is based on the 
experience gained by the BBC in the last decade. The conclusion is confirmed that 
a quasi-peak reading instrument such as the PPM is superior to a quasi-average 
reading instrument such as the VU meter because it gives an unambiguous indication 
of the instantaneous modulation depth of the transmitter. A comparison is also 
made between these volume indicators in regard to their use for the measurement of 
transmission loss in lines, and for assessing ‘loudness’.

1963 “A tunable highly-selective distortion test-set” Industrial Electronics, October,  
pp. 685-690

Abstract: Tuning is provided by a bridged Wien network. Very high Q-factors can 
achieved, up to 2-3,000A high-Q circuit, obtained by positive feedback, forms the 
basis of a simple test-set for measuring the relative amplitudes of harmonics up to 
the tenth. A feature of the instrument is the rapidity with which measurements can be 
made.

1964 “A new technique for the recognition of resistance in the presence of reactance” 
Electronic Engineering, June, pp.238-239

Abstract: A bridge type technique is described which enables resistance to be 
recognised and, if required, measured in the presence of reactance. The theoretical 
basis of the measurement is given in detail and a typical circuit illustrated. This work 
resulted in UK Patent 1025940.

1964 Wigan, E R; Auger, R  “Report of a discussion on the ‘Measurement of sound 
levels”  Journal of the Television Society, April, pp.32-37

Abstract: Contrasts the use of VU meters and PPM meters, with results from field 
trials

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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1965 “Measurement of transmission parameters of porous sound-absorbing 
materials: Part 1 : Measurement techniques in term of the electrical analogues” 
Instrument Review, May, pp.198-203

Abstract: The mathematical theory that underpins the use of a pseudo impedance 
approach to measuring the transmission parameters over a wide range of frequencies 
without re-tuning the measurement system.

1965 “Measurement of transmission parameters of porous sound-absorbing 
materials: Part 2 : Tests and test gear” Instrument Review, June, pp.241-246

Abstract: Equipment to measure the acoustical performance of porous 
materials using a technique which simulates the acoustic performance of 
the material electrically.

1965 “Measurement of transmission parameters of porous sound-absorbing 
materials: Part 3 : How the test gear is applied” Instrument Review, June,
pp. 284-287

Abstract: Detailed discussion of the measurement of transmission parameters using 
the microphone based techniques described in the earlier sections of this paper.

1965  “A self-checking Cartesian A.C. potentiometer for use in the 100 c/s to  10,000 
c/s range” Electronic Engineering, July, 442-449

Abstract: A new form of Cartesian a.c. potentiometer, based upon a set of CR 
networks is described, and the theory, design and applications are discussed in terms 
of a model instrument.  By a self-checking routine the performance parameters 
of the model are calibrated in absolute terms.  Subsequently the precision of the 
calibration is demonstrated by using the model to determine vector voltage ratios in 
some circuits of critical performance. The frequency range runs in 100 c/s steps from 
100 c/s to 10 kc/s, and by an artifice, interpolations within this step are possible.  A 
frequency-bridge forms a part of the Cartesian network and serves to calibrate the 
associated driving oscillator. Although not precision built, the model is capable of 0.5 
per cent measurement accuracy, which can be improved to 0.1 per cent by adopting a 
replication routine.
 

1966 “D-890-B Muirhead-Wigan Decade Oscillator” Instrument specification

Abstract: The accuracy of this instrument exceeded that of the Standards reference 
instrument at the UK National Physical Laboratory. The accuracy of < 0.05% 
made this one of the most accurate such instruments in the world. It was therefore 
appropriate for both laboratory standardisation and daily precision use.

1966   Shorter, D E L; Packer, R J; Wigan, E R “Some statistical parameters of the 
quasi-peak voltages of BBC sound programme” BBC Research Dept. Report  
No. L-064: 1966/20

Abstract: The frequency of occurrence of peaks in the program signal level, as 
registered by a peak program meter circuit, has been measured and the results 
presented in the form of a cumulative statistical distribution curves. Separate data for 
various types of program are given together with data for all programs averaged over 
a number of days

1966  Shorter, D E L; Packer, R J; Wigan, E R  “A programme compressor/limiter 
using light-controlled variable loss elements and noise reduction gate” Research 
Department, BBC, Report  No.L-069: 1966/44

Abstract: For experiments on the restriction of the dynamic range of programs a 
combined limiter and 2 : 1 volume compressor has been constructed. Gain variation is 
effected in each case by varying the light falling on a photo-conductive element; fast-
acting solid-state light sources are employed. The equipment, which is transistorized 
and self-contained, also incorporates a gating system to restrict the rise in background 
noise during programme pauses. 
 
Editor’s note: Dad was always a prolific writer.  This impressive bibliography (which 
is known still to be incomplete) is a  tribute to his considerable writing talent. 

WISDOM FROM DAD

 
“If a man cannot explain his subject simply, so that everyone can understand, 

then he doesn’t fully understand his subject.”

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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DAD THE INVENTOR
 by Althea

An inventor, in my view, is a creative scientist. Dad was one of these. He drew 
upon his entire experience to create his machines and gadgets.  Not least among 
his interests and skills was a good ear for music. Clearly, this ability to hear sounds 
accurately was a great asset for work in audio research.  He was a treble in the 
school choir and loved to play the school organ.  He told us a story once about  one 
evening, shortly before he left school, when he was determined to play the music 
for “The Old Hundredth” (Psalm 100) on the organ.   Apparently, he had been 
warned against using the lower notes because the long vibrations were disturbing 
the plaster in the chapel, but that evening he threw caution to the winds and played 
the piece with all 92 stops out!   History does not relate whether the chapel roof 
suffered from this assault, but it was an exhilarating experience that he always 
remembered with delight.
 
Like so many Edwardian families, there was always a piano at his disposal, and 
although it seems he had no formal lessons, he learned several pieces by heart, 
and probably played them by ear as much as from the music.  He loved to play 
the Allegro from Beethoven’s “Moonlight” Sonata, which Nan loved to hear and 
called it the “Galloping horses”.  She would request this any time Dad asked what 
he should play. I realised quite soon that the fun and general noise of this peice was 
the main thing and if the notes were a little inaccurate, it didn’t matter one bit. 

This capacity for fun was something that informed his inventions. He played with 
Meccano as any small boy might (Marcus found that rather trying when he wanted 
to use it himself) and created prototypes of his inventions in brightly-coloured 
metal pieces with a few specially-created items added, made of unlikely materials 
such as rubber or lead.   He was so enthusiastic about new ideas that he would enter 
into deep discussions with Marcus at the lunch table about the square root of minus 
one or something like that, which left me slightly breathless, and would leap up 
from the table to find a relevant book, leaving his lunch to get cold.  Mum and Nan 
just shrugged and left them to it.

Yet this seemingly absent-minded inventor had plenty of presence of mind when it 
came to justifying his ideas. He enjoyed the challenge of finding the precise form 
of words to describe his inventions in the patent specifications.  He had a strong 
appreciation of the beauty that is to be found in the manipulation of ideas.  He was 
delighted by an “elegant” solution. He sought out simple answers while always 
attempting to avoid sloppy generalisations.  He looked for simple ways of putting 
things but there was no sacrifice of accuracy. He chose words with care and always 
said exactly what he meant, whether he was writing or speaking. 

He once told me that every invention began as a “ hunch”, which was an intuitive 
sense that something may just be possible, and he then set out to explore it. 
He subscribed to the “scientific method”  which I understand as assuming that 
something is true only for as long as it takes to prove yourself wrong.   Yet this 
vague, creative, intuitive kind of thinking was bolstered by a great respect for 
absolute accuracy.  Many of his machines took measuring to new standards of 
accuracy.  This contradiction was a great strength in his work.

So now we come to a celebration of the purely creative side of his character, using 
words and pictures. He loved to use words and  place them accurately on the page. 
His writing and poetry were constantly drafted and re-drafted until they felt just 
right.  Even his humorous odes were precisely created over lengthy periods of time 
and with much careful effort, with every line scanning perfectly. It is this ability 
to use words creatively and yet accurately that makes reading his written work so 
delightful. His pictures likewise are simple but accurate. He once told Mark that he 
went to art school to learn how to see.  He evidently progressed in this to the extent 
that his life drawings are truly lifelike, and his self portraits unfailingly honest.

Althea
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Dad always said that he would write once he retired.  Sadly his retirement was short 
and he lost some of his sight during that time due to detached retinas and found 
reading and writing very difficult. 

From earliest years he loved to write.  This poem was published in the school 
magazine when he was 15 years old.  The topic has a prophetic hint of the Valentine 
verses he would one day write for Mum as “Castaway.”1

 
MURMUR OF WATERWAYS 

(1917 Monkton School Magazine)

A murmur of waterways wearing a silver sheen;
Softly the waves rolling onto a sandy shore –

Twinkle of mermaid laugh out on the shadowed rock;
Ripple of night-wind’s breath ruffling the enchanted froth.

Ever the restless seas, lapping their grim black bars.
Slowly the moonlight fades. Alone are the faint, still stars.

Swiftly rushing, softly, falling;
Wavers the moonlight calling, calling
Weaving spells from eve to morning

Under a cool, dark sky.
Highlights gleaming, shadows teasing
O’er the wave tops frothy screaming

Moonbeams float their dreamy dreaming –
Meet the dawning – ‘til they die.

A later poem, “Conversations with a Stranger”,  which was much worked over, was 
written while living at Kerry and revised many years later, when Kerry was itself a 
dream beause it had been demolished to make way for a housing estate.  

For Dad, Kerry had a special quality. It reminded him in many ways of 
“Undercombe”, the house in Wendover where he had lived as a boy. He wanted us all 
to live in the same kind of way: with trees surrounding the house and plenty of places 
to play and weave our own dreams. 

SOUTH SIDE, “KERRY” MAIN ROAD, BARNHAM, SUSSEX 2

1. Eileen Power 17.9.07.  She loved to go sailing and felt the call of the sea every summer which took 
her away most years in June and July.  These verses can be found on page 19.

2. Demolished in 1967. Six bungalows were built on the site at the west corner of Gospond Road, Barn-
ham and backing onto St Philip Howard RC school playground, part of which had been our orchard. 

POETRY  
with notes by Althea
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Along the rough-mown lawn
The light above my head draws out a grey-green fan;
Monstrously the window-bars extend themselves
To where, but just beyond their reach,
The trees begin.

But how should you, the ghostly chance-come visitor,
For whom this quiet night is here described,
Put shape and meaning to these vague presences
Scarce visible against the violet blackness of the sky?

By day they mark my bound’ries, indifferently ranked,
Two-deep in places where the beeches are,
Huge crouching cedars, pines and other sentinels;
These guard the limits of my land,
But now, at night, they loom,
Enlarged and indeterminate.

“Loom”, I said –
And stirred, perhaps,
A faint responsive shiver
Upon the under-surface of your mind.
But lean with me across the sill,
Set not too high, you see, for tiny chins to rest upon cupped hands …
And did you observe my friend, as silently you passed the door,
How low was set the handle? – two hands to make the grip;
The tongue poked out to ease the task …

Lean out, I say, and listen –
The window’s wide enough for both
To rest a head against the mullion, crouching, quiet –
Can you who see what I see
Hear as I the silence?
In truth those trees are never silent:
Their voice, now harsh and barely articulate on this quiet night,

Can yet, at times o’erbear and transubstantiate the howl of passing ‘planes,
And, when the West Wind blows, and the Winter- hardened leaves
Bombard these panes – then glistening with images
Long, log-fed fires –
They shout aloud
And whip the bursting seas of air into inchoate surf of sound.

This I hear, but you?
You hear the hedge-hog grunt,
And see the darkness loom beyond the lawn…
Yet – as I make again the long-remembered invocation
Which fills this empty garden overfull with sound,
I faintly sense an echo in your mind, and Lo!
The double division rounds out my self-closed mem’ries –
I see and hear more than I had remembrance of.

See! There, and there again!
The apple orchard – gone, long gone,
But lying once beyond, those distant trees –
Now abloom, and glowing in the existent darkness!
This I’ve seen too often to find it strange,
But now, the refraction of your mind
Details of the grass, the brambles and
The overarching spires of hemlock:

Where I, knee-deep in flowered grass, would hear far-off –
Too far, alas, to hear them clear –
Those voices, untouched as then they were by time:
Fear, Sorrow, Anger, pure and unalloyed;
And breaking in, inconsequent,
The overtones of Joy …

Poor Ghost!  Poor catalyst!
I hear you murmur, irritably,  “Nonsense!”

“CONVERSATION WITH A STRANGER” 1966  (REVISED 1967)

POETRY
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STUDIES FOR THE “CHILD IS BORN” DESIGN

It is not known if this design was ever used for any purpose, but in 1988  we made it into a Christmas 
card for family members.

PICTURES BY DAD
Photographed by Juliet and with notes by Althea

DESIGN ON CARD (PEN AND INK)

Dad was very meticulous about preparing for a picture, or anything else for that matter!

A NOTE FROM JULIE

I knew that Dad had done a lot of drawing and painting in his life, but I had hardly seen any 
of it until after his death, in fact not until Tish contacted me and asked if I could photograph 
the portfolio so that they could be used in this book. I was the only one of us who had a digital 
camera (in this country!) at the time.  So, on a beautiful, sunny day Tish arrived at Furzelands 
Farm with the portfolio and we set up the camera on a tripod and pinned each of the pictures 
to a large board for me to photograph.  I don’t think I took much notice of each one as I tried 
to get a good picture of it, but once I was left to try and improve each of the photographs ready 
for use in the book, I was able to look at them properly.

The first thing that struck me was that Dad had a great interest in the human form, much 
more than I had ever realised in his lifetime!  His detailed drawings of hands and parts of the 
anatomy were wonderful, and the numerous sketches obviously done at a ‘Life Class’ were 
fascinating.  As I went through them I found myself recognising certain relatives, including of 
course his self portrait sketches and paintings.  I really enjoyed trying to make each of these 
sketches, some of them very faint, into reasonable copies that could be used in this book.  It 
was a labour of love. My own personal favourite has to be the watercolour of Kerry, I own 
the original of this and it is greatly prized. The portfolio of sketches and paintings is a lasting 
memory of a much loved father and grandfather. What a great shame it is that he was not 
drawing still in his old age when he would have perhaps provided me with sketches of my own 
children.  
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PICTURES BY DAD

ERW LEFT FOREARM (IN MIRROR) ERW LEFT HAND RESTING ON A FLAT SURFACE

Dad was right-handed so he had to use a mirror to get this view of his own left forearm. This is his own left hand resting on a flat surface as seen by him.
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PICTURES BY DAD

RIGHT HAND (INK AND BRUSH)LEFT ARM AND HAND HOLDING A BOARD (INK AND BRUSH) 

Dad had very strong, muscular arms and hands. This is his left hand and arm seen in a mirror. This may be a view of his own right hand or the left hand seen in a mirror. It is not clear which.
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PICTURES BY DAD

  LEFT HAND PALM DOWNWARD (INK AND BRUSH) LEFT HAND OPEN (INK AND BRUSH)

Dad had long fingers and a wide palm which helped his piano playing. In this drawing it can clearly be seen that Dad’s second finger bent towards his third finger.  
This is  a family trait known as the “Wigan Window’ 

(i.e.. the space between the second and third fingers when closed.) 
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PICTURES BY DAD

STUDIES OF LEFT HAND (INK AND BRUSH) “FIRE AND NOISE” (PENCIL AND WATERCOLOUR) 

The swift brush strokes do not lack accuracy. This was unnamed, but I named it because this is what it suggests. 
It is a rare example of an abstract design by Dad.
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KERRY, FRONT GATE KERRY, REFLECTED IN THE LILY PONDKERRY, TREES ALONGSIDE THE LAWN

KERRY, EAST SIDE, SHOWING CONSERVATORY AND TREES ALONG THE MAIN ROADEAST SIDE OF GARDEN ALONG GOSPOND ROAD

PHOTOGRAPHS OF KERRY, TAKEN BY DAD A FEW MONTHS BEFORE HE LEFT IN 1966
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PICTURES BY DAD

KERRY, SOUTH SIDE (PENCIL AND WATERCOLOUR) 1957  KERRY, SOUTH SIDE (PHOTOGRAPH) 1964 

Although we lived at Kerry for 16 years, this is the only surviving painting of the house by Dad. The accuracy of Dad’s picture is clear when compared with a photograph of the same scene.
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PICTURES BY DAD

PORTRAIT OF TANDY (PENCIL DRAWING)     PHOTO INSERT, TANDY 1924 DAD SELF PORTRAIT (CHARCOAL)      PHOTO INSERT DAD WITH MOUSTACHE 1930S

This picture is hard to identify, until one looks at the photo of Tandy. 
The chin is a little too wide, but the hair is correct. The facial similarity to Dad is very apparent here

This picture shows the beginning of a moustache. The photo shows it at its magnificent best, but 
clearly it did not last, as this is the only photographic evidence of Dad with facial hair!
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PICTURES BY DAD

DAD SELF PORTRAIT (CHARCOAL) DAD SELF PORTRAIT  (PENCIL DRAWING)  

These  self portraits seem to illustrate Dad’s dispassionate view of himself.   “Paint what you see, not what you think you see.”
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LEFT HAND HOLDING A BOARD (INK AND BRUSH)

PICTURES BY DAD

INK AND BRUSH SELF PORTRAIT

Dad painted this as an experiment to see if he could suggest light and shade with different colours.

ERW SELF-PORTRAIT (WATERCOLOUR)

Dad has as sure a touch with ink and brush as he did with pencil.
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PICTURES BY DAD

DAD SELF PORTRAIT (PENCIL DRAWING) PORTRAIT OF NAOMI (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Judging by the lines on his face, this picture was drawn in later  years. This picture was badly damaged in storage but rescued and restored in 1993.
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PICTURES BY DAD

MOTHER (BEATRICE WIGAN)  PENCIL DRAWINGFATHER (JAMES RAMSAY WIGAN)  PENCIL DRAWING

Although this is un-named, the inset photo taken in 1912 helps us to identify this painting. 
It is uncharacteristically sketchy and may have been drawn from memory after JRW died in 1920.

This picture was hard to identify until we came across this photo of “Granny B” in her later  years. 
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KNEELING MAN (PENCIL DRAWING) PORTLY MAN STANDING (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Drawn in a life class when Dad was a student in London in the early 1930s.  This drawing is typical of 
the way he concentrated on one area (the face, neck and torso) to the expense of the rest.

Life class drawing. This picture conveys life and vigour, not only in the pose but on the way Dad has 
made this man’s abdomen so rounded and warm it almost seems to breathe. 

PICTURES BY DAD
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MAN SITTING (PENCIL DRAWING)THIN WOMAN SITTING (PENCIL DRAWING)

Life class drawing.  This is less detailed than some other pictures and shows that this time he began at 
the top and worked his way down!

Life class drawing. In this picture he was more interested in  developing his skills in 
conveying the shape of the torso and upper legs with careful shading than drawing feet or face.

PICTURES BY DAD
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SKETCH OF STATUE OF GREEK GOD (1) PRACTICE SKETCH OF STATUE OF GREEK GOD (2)

This picture is familiar but we have not yet been able to identify it. It may have been a sculpture but it 
was probably copied out of a book. It may have been homework for the life class,

The comment is made by Mum: “Fish, flesh or good red herring?”  
This may have been her response to Dad’s portfolio of pictures of naked bodies! 

PICTURES BY DAD
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ROUGH SKETCH OF MAN SITTING BACK VIEW (PENCIL DRAWING) TWO WOMEN IN DIFFERENT POSES (PENCIL DRAWING)

Life class drawing. Dad made several rough sketches which he kept along with the rest.  Clearly he 
was no perfectionist and valued every one of his drawing attempts as he tried to develop his technique.

Life class drawing. Further examples of rough sketches with attention to detail in one particular area, 
such as the knee or the shape of the breasts and stomach. 

PICTURES BY DAD
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PENCIL SKETCH OF MAN TAKEN FROM A PICTURE MAN SITTING ON A SWING (PENCIL DRAWING)

When Dad copied another artists work we do not see the solidity of line that is characteristic of his 
own work.  What he saw was the artist’s rendition of this picture and that is what he drew. 

Life class drawing. This drawing is more substantial than the one on the left, with a study of the 
general line of the body and some concentration on shading the fore-shortened hand and arm.

PICTURES BY DAD
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PICTURES BY DAD

MAN LEANING AND MAN STANDING WITH TRAY (PENCIL DRAWING) COOK AT A TABLE AND STUDY OF JOINED HANDS  (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Life class drawing. This sketch is less certain than many of the others, and suggests that Dad was 
either late for class or very tired  and unable to concentrate.  

Life class drawing. This cook is so real, he feels like someone one might know by name! The study of 
hands suggests that Dad was doodling because he had some spare time after completing his drawing.  
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PICTURES BY DAD

Life class drawings.  The curvaceous beauty of the female form with all sinuous curves is accentuated here.  Dad clearly enjoyed his life classes! 

WOMAN STANDING (PENCIL DRAWING) WOMAN SEATED WITH TWISTED BACK (PENCIL DRAWING)
 ROUGH SKETCH OF FEMALE FIGURE 

(PENCIL DRAWING) 
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PICTURES BY DAD

TWO WOMEN DANCING

Life class drawing. Dad loved to create three dimensions with careful, detailed shading, and he has 
taken some care here - perhaps because the model remained perfectly still while he slept!

OLD MAN SEATED ASLEEP (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Life class drawing. Clearly the model didn’t stay still for long in either pose, 
 but the life and movement is clear to see. 
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PICTURES BY DAD

MAN SEATED WITH LEGS CROSSED PLUS STUDIES OF FORM (PENCIL DRAWING)  TWO STUDIES OF MAN IN OVERALLS WITH ROUGH SKETCHES (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Life class drawing.  Dad was learning that the whole human form could be drawn by means of a series 
of interlocking, oval shapes.  As a scientist he loved that idea!

Life class drawing.  This style of making a series of tiny sketches of human figures is reminiscent of 
the practices of William Russell Smith RA. Dad was a great admirer of his work.  
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PICTURES BY DAD

MAN WITH MOUSTACHE SEATED ( PENCIL DRAWING) YOUNG WOMAN READING (PENCIL DRAWING)

Life class drawing.  This is one of a series of delicate and sympathetic drawings of older men.  
Dad seemed to have a particular sympathy for them. 

Life class drawing.  The clothing and hairstyle of this model takes one back to the twenties!
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PICTURES BY DAD

WOMAN LEANING HOLDING CLOTH (PENCIL DRAWING) WOMAN LYING ON A BED (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Life class drawing.  These two figures were drawn on one page, but they have been divided  for separate consideration. Evidently these figures were drawn quite quickly as the model struck two very different 
poses in the same session.  Dad was able to get the basic sense of a person very quickly with just a few lines and a little shading. 
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TWO QUICK SKETCHES OF WOMAN STANDING AND CROUCHING (PENCIL DRAWING) OLD MAN HOLDING A STAFF (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Life class drawing.  This is a good example of the way Dad liked to concentrate on a small area, such 
as the shade under the arm (left) and the muscles around the shoulder (right). 

Life class drawing.   A good example of the pains Dad went to use shading to imply skin texture. The 
use of very dark shading between the legs and under the arm give a three-dimensional feel.

PICTURES BY DAD
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REAR VIEW OF WOMAN LYING (PENCIL SKETCH) 

 TWO SKETCHES OF WOMAN WITH A STAFF (PENCIL DRAWING) REAR VIEW OF WOMAN STANDING WITH HEAD DOWN (PENCIL DRAWING)

PICTURES BY DAD

Life class drawings.  Dad clearly enjoyed drawing women. These pictures have a truthful and sensuous quality that is also friendly and sympathetic. 
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PICTURES BY DAD

COAT LAID OVER BACK OF A CHAIR (PENCIL DRAWING) TWO ROUGH SKETCHES OF WOMAN SITTING AND STANDING WITH ARMS UP (PENCIL DRAWING) 

 Dad enjoyed shading and  brought this heavy winter coat back to life. It may have been his own coat, 
drawn for his own practice and pleasure.

Life class drawing.  Judging by the extra shading in certain areas, it was the neck and chest (left) 
and the curve of the waist and back (right) that got extra attention this time. 
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PICTURES BY DAD

WOMAN STANDING BENT OVER PLUS STUDY OF FORM  (PENCIL DRAWING) MUSCULAR MAN STANDING (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Life class drawing.   Dad seemed to like celebrating the human body in his pictures.
The woman on the left has certainly got a nice rounded backside, and a fine figure of a man stands on the right (this is a faded picture and has been enhanced to clarify it.)
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SEATED MAN FRONT VIEW WITH STUDIES OF HEAD AND FOOT (PENCIL DRAWING) OLD MAN STANDING WITH LEGS APART (PENCIL DRAWING) 

Life class drawing.  Always the technician, Dad was just as interested in perfecting his technique with 
the details as he was in completing the whole picture. 

Life class drawing.  The strength and vigour of this older man shows through even though the lines are 
faint. This time, unusually in these life drawings, the facial features are complete.

PICTURES BY DAD
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PICTURES BY DAD

SKETCH OF SEATED WOMAN WITH SHORT HAIR (PENCIL DRAWING) SEATED WOMAN LEANING FORWARD ON RIGHT ARM (PENCIL DRAWING)

Life class drawing.   Dad seemed to enter into his work with great care to draw exactly what was in front of him.  There is a sense of reality in his drawings as a result of this attitude. 
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PICTURES BY DAD

WOMAN WITH HANDS ABOVE HER HEAD (PENCIL DRAWING) OLD MAN REACHING DOWN FOR A BEAKER (PENCIL DRAWING)

Life class drawing.  These two pictures show what Dad was capable of when he was at his best and had enough time to refine the shading on his drawings.  
The anatomical accuracy in both figures, particularly the woman, reveals the powers of precise observation that was so much part of his work and inventions. 
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PICTURES BY DAD

HOLLYHOCKS IN A GLASS VASE  (WATER COLOUR)  CHRYSANTHEMUM (WATER COLOUR)

Dad painted for fun. He spent so much time at work being absolutely accurate that it must have been 
wonderful to have a chance to be really vague like this picture! 

Dad’s ability to reproduce exactly what he saw brings this flower to life.
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ELM TREE (WATERCOLOUR) SEA AGAINST A ROCKY SHORE  (WATERCOLOUR)

This was un-named but may have been the large elm tree in the centre of the garden at Kerry.  Dad loved to take his paint box out for a walk. There was not always enough time to finish, but he 
enjoyed making a brief sketch which is so much better than a photograph. 

PICTURES BY DAD
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 TREE (WATER COLOUR) NARCISSUS (WATERCOLOUR)

Dad loved trees. This may have been one of the many trees that surrounded Kerry or a specimen that 
caught his eye on an outing. It could be a young ash tree, judging by the shape. 

 Dad loved to paint in order to relax. He would have done this painting quietly, alone in his room, just 
studying the shapes and bringing the flowers to life.

PICTURES BY DAD
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 “WAGGONERS WELLS” 1932 VIEW OVER THE VALLEY (WATER COLOUR) 

Two illustrations of how Dad was always looking about him for beautiful things in nature, particularly trees.  

PICTURES BY DAD
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 THE HISTORY OF BACOMBE, UNDERCOMBE, COOMBE, UNDERCOMBE, BACOMBE HOUSE.
Four name changes but just five owners in one hundred and twenty years.

Written  by Michael Mcdonald, owner 1985-2003

6/4/1878 Plots of land in Wendover and Weston Turville of 866 acres passed in trust by Philip 
Smith, the Lord of the manor and Colonel in the Grenadier Guards to his brothers Abel Smith 
and Albert Smith the vicar of Wendover. Value of the land £17,000.

25/9/1893 By this date there is a house on the Wendover piece by Backham Hill the area is 
four acres, three roods and two perches. The first name for the house was “Bacombe House”

Comment that the house was built by the Earl of Sandwich for his ‘niece’.

In 1894 the Earl of Sandwich is an executor and the house is on life tenancy to Isabella 
Leslie with an income of £500 per annum this to continue to her daughter Florence.

First resident therefore is Isabella Leslie, from about 1880 ish – 1909

9/6/1908 house is sold to Martha Jane Scott the widow of Josiah Scott a builder she takes a 
mortgage for £1050 from Edith Alice Williams

18/3/1909 The public footpath and right of way between the house and the chicken run to the 
East is revoked. The name of the house has changed to “Undercombe.”

21/12/1909 A new drive is established to the East of the house replacing the long drive past 
three current houses to the West. Martha Scott leased the house to Jane Frances Dove.

24/6/1916 Martha Scott sold the house to Henry Edward Young a farmer and JP. The name had 
been changed to “Coombe House.” Philip Scott the son of Martha wrote the letter 
describing the house at a price of £1850.

21/5/1921 the Freehold was acquired from Edwin Philip Smith.

4/10/1956 Henry Young died and the ownership passed to his two daughters, Ena Mary and 
Margaret Ellen Young. They sold the chicken run between the house and Robin Hill, the house 
to the East.

19/6/1958 The Young sisters sold to Geoffrey Polgreen an electrical Engineer from 
Cheshire. The house was once again called “Undercombe.”

11/3/59 Robin hill acquired rights to share the drive.

7/5/1970 Garage was built and planning permission sought for the West of the garden

27/5/1971 Vegetable garden sold off and Cymbeline was built to the West

16/7/1985 Polgreen sold to Michael and Mary McDonald
The name changed once again back to “Bacombe House”, the original name in the 1890s.

OWNERS/OCCUPIERS. 

House built between 1878 and 1893 

1. First occupant Isabella Leslie for between 20 and 30 years
2. Second owner Martha Jane Scott and Jane Frances Dove for 8 years
3. Third owners Henry Young and his daughters Ena Mary and Margaret 
Ellen for 42 years.
4. Fourth owner Geoffrey Polgreen for 27 years
5. Fifth owners Michael and Mary McDonald for 18 years

Probably the house will come onto the market again in 2028!

HISTORY OF “UNDERCOMBE”
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Rebecca Jane Ramsay Wigan
b. 26 August 1986, Preston, 

Melbourne Australia

 Geoffrey Neil Revill
b. 30th Mar. 1964 Portsmouth

m.  17th October 1994  to 
Samantha King 

Kenneth John Revill
b. 22nd Dec. 1965 North Shields

m.  29th June 1991 to Tracey Webb

Thomas Daniel Hayton
b. 11th Dec. 1971 Highgate, London

Philip Richard Hayton
b. 20th April 1975 Aylesbury

Alice Revill
b. 20th Feb. 1999 Aylesbury

Emily Revill
b. 9th July 2001 California

Jade Christie Revill
b. 18th Jan.1993 Colchester

Jordan Aaron Revill 
b. 19th Dec. 1994 Colchester

 FAMILY TREE
Rev. William Lewis Wigan

b. 7th Nov.  1817, Stamford Hill, Mddx
d. 8th Jan.  1876, St Leonards-on-Sea

Sussex

Caroline Ramsay Akers
b. 6th Oct 1830, Tunbridge Wells, Kent

d. 1910

Capt. James Ramsay Wigan
b. 26th Jan. 1862  East Malling, Kent

d.19th Jan. 1920  London

Beatrice  Henderson 
b. 20th Jan 1864, Hyde Park, London

d. 5 Jan.1946, Wendover, Bucks

Professor Marcus Ramsay Wigan
b. 3rd Sept 1941, Roffley, Horsham, Sussex

m. (1) 4th July 1964  to Jane Frances Geiringer 

m. (2) 4th Sept. 1983  to Christina Beryl Innes Elger 

Juliet Ann Ramsay Wigan
b. 11th Sept. 1943 Christchurch, Hants

m. March 30th 1963 to Peter Revill 

Althea Margaret Ramsay Wigan
 b. 7th November 1945 Christchurch, Hants

m. 10th October 1970 to John Anthony Hayton

m.19th April 1890 St Lukes, Chelsea, Middx

Col. Sir Edward Yeamans 
Walcott Henderson KCB, RE
b. 19th April 1821, Ringwood, Hants

d. 10 Dec 1896, Sth Kensington, London

Maria Elizabeth Hindle
b. Higham, Gravesend
d.1896, Sth Kensington,  London

 m. 14th April 1849, West Malling, Kent m. 1857  Higham, Gravesend

Edmund Ramsay Wigan

b.15th Nov. 1902, Amersham, Bucks, UK
m. Eileen Power,  24 April 1937, Greenwich, UK

d. 16th Oct. 1970, Barnham, Sussex, UK
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Page 48.  Letter reprinted by permission from Nature Vol.183  p. 320, May 9th 1959 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.

Page 49.   Letter reprinted by permission from Nature Vol.199 p. 59 July 6th 1963  Macmillan publishers Ltd

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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